The world's largest music print publisher, Hal Leonard Corporation also proudly distributes reference books, DVDs and CD-ROMs for more than 40 leading publishers, some of whom are described below.

**Amadeus Press**
Amadeus Press is the leader in trade and reference books on classical music, singing and opera. Their reference titles aid active musicians interested in performing and knowing more about these timeless art forms.

**Applause Theatre & Cinema Books**
Applause is the leading name in theatre and cinema publishing, with titles in areas including biographies and screenplays, as well as books on auditions and voice.

**Backbeat Books**
Backbeat Books publishes practical and colorfull books to enlighten, inspire and entertain musicians and fans. Many titles are derived from Guitar Player, Bass Player, Keyboard and EQ magazines.
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Music instruction texts based on materials used at the famous Berklee School of Music in Boston.
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* These titles are not available to bookstores from Hal Leonard.
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sections on terminology, “buzz words” and acronyms, entertainment attorneys, this book includes separate authoritative, up-to-the-minute information.

This standard bearer publication contains over 15,000 lists in over 60 categories ranging from record labels and music publishers to radio stations, recording studios, equipment manufacturers and suppliers, tour support companies, venues and far too much other info to list here! Every copy of the Recording Industry Sourcebook contains a Win/ Mac CD-ROM of all of the data so you can take it with you on the road.

ALL YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT THE MUSIC BUSINESS – 5TH EDITION
by Donald S. Passman
Simon & Schuster, Inc.
Whether you are a performer, writer or executive, Passman’s revered and exhaustive guide to the legal and financial aspects of the music world is an essential tool, offering authoritative, up-to-the-minute information.

BREAKIN’ INTO THE MUSIC BUSINESS
by Alan H. Siegel
Cherry Lane Music
A standard guide to the industry, this concise, complete and well-documented guide explains the intricacies of the music business. Written by one of the country’s top entertainment attorneys, this book includes separate sections on terminology, “buzz words” and acronyms, plus interviews with top performers, executives, managers and artists.

BUILDING YOUR MUSIC CAREER
by Donald C. Farber
Limelight Editions
For the potential, as well as the professional, producer and for writers, actors, directors, and investors, this book is for anyone wanting or needing to understand the process of producing Off Broadway plays from start to finish. Written in crisp, clear, nonlegal language that the layman can easily understand, every page reflects the experience and expertise of Farber, a well-known and highly respected theatrical attorney. The book contains detailed information on how to: option a property, raise money, obtain a theater, deal with the cast and other personnel, the art of negotiation, partnerships and co-production agreements, and much more. Especially useful are the updated and expanded appendixes, which include all new budgets and actual examples of today’s commonly used legal forms and contracts.
THE FUTURE OF MUSIC
by Dave Kusek & Gerd Leonard
Berklee Press Publications
For the iPod downloading market, this book will explain new ways of discovering music, new ways of acquiring it and how technology trends will make music "flow like water," benefiting those who love music and making music.

HOW THEY MADE IT
TRUE STORIES OF HOW MUSIC’S BIGGEST STARS WENT FROM
START TO STARDOM
by Dan Kimpe1
Hal Leonard
Everyone comes from somewhere. How They Made It is a savvy insider’s tale that traces the career trajectories of a cross section of top selling recording artists, puncturing the mythologies of the music business to reveal the truths within. Hard work and persistence are the common themes, dispelling the notion of "overnight success." Authors covered include Jim Brickman, Green Day, Norah Jones, Maroon 5, John Mayer, Alanis Morissette, OutKast, Rufus Wainwright and Lee Ann Womack.

GET IT in WRITING:
THE MUSICIAN’S GUIDE TO
MUSIC BUSINESS
by Brian McPherson & Hal Leonard
Get It in Writing is actually three books in one: 1) An overview of the entire music business and the players involved; 2) Interviews with top industry professionals; and 3) A huge collection of sample agreements with extensive commentary from the author. This indispensable book covers: recording contracts, demo deals, copyrights and trademarks, music publishing, performance rights, motion pictures and TV, artist management, producers, band partnerships, and plenty more.

HOW TO STAGE A PLAY, MAKE A FORTUNE, WIN A TONY AND BECOME A THEATRICAL ICON
by Charles Marowitz
Limelight Editions
Based almost entirely on the author’s personal experiences, this concise handbook takes the reader behind the scenes, this concise handbook taking the reader behind the scenes, revealing the hidden or unspoken aspects of play and stage production that are rarely, if ever, described in theater manuals and textbooks. Mr. Marowitz discusses topics such as rehearsals, characterization, blocking, tempo-rhythm, dramaturgy, and actor-and-audience psychology, demystifying an art form that is often dealt with only in terms of concepts and ideology rather than the mundane, nitty-gritty nuts-and-bolts requirements of just "getting the show on the road."

HOW TO MAKE IT IN THE NEW MUSIC BUSINESS
by Robert Wolff
Watson-Guptill
This volume leads both novice and professional musicians into today’s digital world, helping them to take complete control over all aspects of their music, from writing and performing to recording and selling. Motivating readers to live their dreams, author Robert Wolff shows how anyone can: set up and run their own music business and become a highly successful businessman or businesswoman; record major label quality music in their home, aided by tips from music professionals; broadcast music over their own web site and radio station to a potential audience of over 500 million people worldwide; do all of this without a major record label’s support. The book also includes interviews with many major names in the music business. This is a how-to guide for anyone, offering step-by-step advice to make it in the music business in your own way, on your own terms.

HOW TO MAKE YOUR HIT SONG PUBLISHED
by Jay Warner
Hal Leonard
How to Have Your Hit Song Published is an indispensable, step-by-step guide for songwriters to navigate through the competitive business of music publishing. This long-overdue revision of the original 1988 bestseller contains even more savoir faire advice on striking the right chord with publishers, producers, music industry attorneys and record executives, and is written to motivate as well as to inform.

THEATRICAL ICON
TONY AND BECOME A
by Robert Wolff
Watson-Guptill
This volume leads both novice and professional musicians into today’s digital world, helping them to take complete control over all aspects of their music, from writing and performing to recording and selling. Motivating readers to live their dreams, author Robert Wolff shows how anyone can: set up and run their own music business and become a highly successful businessman or businesswoman; record major label quality music in their home, aided by tips from music professionals; broadcast music over their own web site and radio station to a potential audience of over 500 million people worldwide; do all of this without a major record label’s support. The book also includes interviews with many major names in the music business. This is a how-to guide for anyone, offering step-by-step advice to make it in the music business in your own way, on your own terms.

HOW TO STAGE A PLAY, MAKE A FORTUNE, WIN A TONY AND BECOME A THEATRICAL ICON
by Charles Marowitz
Limelight Editions
Based almost entirely on the author’s personal experiences, this concise handbook reveals the hidden or unspoken aspects of play and stage production that are rarely, if ever, described in theater manuals and textbooks. Mr. Marowitz discusses topics such as rehearsals, characterization, blocking, tempo-rhythm, dramaturgy, and actor-and-audience psychology, demystifying an art form that is often dealt with only in terms of concepts and ideology rather than the mundane, nitty-gritty nuts-and-bolts requirements of just "getting the show on the road."

HOW TO STAGE A PLAY, MAKE A FORTUNE, WIN A TONY AND BECOME A THEATRICAL ICON
by Charles Marowitz
Limelight Editions
Based almost entirely on the author’s personal experiences, this concise handbook reveals the hidden or unspoken aspects of play and stage production that are rarely, if ever, described in theater manuals and textbooks. Mr. Marowitz discusses topics such as rehearsals, characterization, blocking, tempo-rhythm, dramaturgy, and actor-and-audience psychology, demystifying an art form that is often dealt with only in terms of concepts and ideology rather than the mundane, nitty-gritty nuts-and-bolts requirements of just "getting the show on the road."

HOW TO STAGE A PLAY, MAKE A FORTUNE, WIN A TONY AND BECOME A THEATRICAL ICON
by Charles Marowitz
Limelight Editions
Based almost entirely on the author’s personal experiences, this concise handbook reveals the hidden or unspoken aspects of play and stage production that are rarely, if ever, described in theater manuals and textbooks. Mr. Marowitz discusses topics such as rehearsals, characterization, blocking, tempo-rhythm, dramaturgy, and actor-and-audience psychology, demystifying an art form that is often dealt with only in terms of concepts and ideology rather than the mundane, nitty-gritty nuts-and-bolts requirements of just "getting the show on the road."
I DON'T NEED A RECORD DEAL!
YOUR SURVIVAL GUIDE FOR THE INDIE MUSIC REVOLUTION
by Daylie Deanna Schwartz
Watson-Guptill
Thousands of people want to be recording stars, but lack a deal with a record label. While today's musicians have all the tools they need to build a recording career on their own — Pro-Tools for inexpensive recording and home recording, marketing on the Internet, and opportunities to license their music for use in films, television, advertising, and video games — they don't always have the skills to use them. This book is a comprehensive step-by-step guide to the new world of independent recording. Drawing on interviews from over 150 musicians and industry pros, Schwartz shows readers how to put out a CD and market it through the media, radio, clubs, and retail. But more importantly, she shows musicians how to create a business around music and to develop opportunities for earning a living. Truly a survival guide for novice and professional musicians alike, I Don't Need a Record Deal! brings information on developing one's own independent music career together, adding new resources and taking the reader into the future of music.

MAKING MUSIC MAKE MONEY
AN INSIDER'S GUIDE TO BECOMING YOUR OWN MUSIC PUBLISHER
by Eric Beall
Berklee Press
Making Music Make Money will educate songwriters, as well as aspiring music business entrepreneurs in the basics of becoming an effective independent music publisher. Topics include a discussion of the various roles a publisher plays in the music business: collection, administration, protection, exploitation and evaluation. A major emphasis is placed on the exploitation process, and the importance of creating a sound business model for a new publishing venture.

STRING LETTER PUBLISHING
EXPERTS AT STRINGS MAGAZINE
CAREER GUIDANCE FROM THE A STRING PLAYER
MAKING YOUR LIVING AS A STRING PLAYER
Career Guidance from The Experts at Strings Magazine
edited by Greg Cahill
String Letter Publishing
Inside this volume, culled from the pages of the award-winning Strings magazine, you will find practical tips on writing a resume, starting a freelance career, getting an edge in the workplace, creating your own chamber music series, setting up a successful teaching studio in your home, and much more.

MILLION DOLLAR MISTAKES
STEERING YOUR MUSIC CAREER CLEAR OF LIES, CONs, CATASROPHES, AND LANDMINES
by Moses Avalon
Backbeat Books
Everyone knows the success stories of the music industry — how Michael Jackson's Thriller blew the roof off and how Clive Davis helped orchestrate Carlos Santana's stunning comeback. But now you'll find out about people who were dead wrong. This book details some of the most expensive blunders ever made by artists and by record executives, managers and producers who've worked with stars such as Michael Jackson, Christina Aguilera, The Beatles, Madonna, Nickelback, Bob Dylan, Bono, The Rolling Stones, and dozens more. From contract and copyright screw-ups to sheer arrogance and lying, this book includes eye-opening revelations on: the pitfalls of employing a family member • the marketability of suicide • the industry's accepted levels of lies and thievery • and much, much more.

MONEYMAKING MUSIC
by Jeffrey P. Fisher
Artistpro
This exciting title is your complete guide to making, keeping, protecting and expanding your music business fortune. With this book, you will learn a detailed, proven method for starting your own music business and succeeding.

MOSER ON MUSIC COPYRIGHT
by David J. Moser
Thomson Course Technology
Knowledge of copyright law is essential to anyone who hopes to have a career in music. It fosters an environment where musicians and songwriters can share their creations with the public and know that their music will not be manipulated or misused without their consent and, most important, that they will be paid for their work. Without copyright law, there would be far less incentive for anyone to make music, and almost no incentive for record labels to produce, market, and sell it. Understanding copyright law is particularly relevant today, as Internet file sharing and CD burning have made music copyright law front-page news. In this book, David J. Moser provides students, educators, lawyers, and anyone in the music industry with a thorough understanding of copyright law, what it protects, the benefits of registering a copyright, and what to do when your copyright has been infringed. Controversies involving copyright and online music are also discussed in detail, with case studies of the recent blockbuster cases in this area, including the lawsuits against Napster, Grokster and more. Although written in clear and readable language, this book is an in-depth resource providing detailed explanations of copyright law's application to music and has been used as a text by institutions such as Fordham University Law School, Loyola University, New York University, Northeastern University and UCLA.
MUSIC PUBLISHING – 5TH EDITION
THE REAL ROAD TO MUSIC BUSINESS SUCCESS
by Tim Whitsett
Artistpro
This guide is the music industry's authoritative guidepost to traditional music publishing. It will empower you to succeed at starting up your own company, climbing the corporate ladder in your current job, or adding profits to your current music business activities. Learn how to forecast sales, calculate advances, evaluate copyright purchases, negotiate contracts and licenses, manage personnel and company affairs efficiently, maximize commercial potential, and so much more.

_0330567_ (208 pages, 8-1/2' x 11") .......... $49.95
ISBN# 0-87288-758-8

MUSIC PUBLISHING 101
Berklee in the Pocket Series
by George Howard
Berklee Press
This handy primer and quick reference guide will help you around the many obstacles of the shifting music industry and the vital importance publishing plays to help you make money from your music. Also includes a glossary of music publishing and copyright terms as well as music organizations for further research.

_048058_ (31 pages, 4-3/8' x 11") .......... $9.95
ISBN# 0-87639-062-9

THE MUSICIAN'S ATLAS 2007
edited by Jude Folkman
Music Resource Group
The Musician's Atlas, the best-selling contact and networking directory, is created especially for musicians and others to connect with fans and music business professionals. Completely updated for 2007, this ninth edition includes 15,000+ U.S. and international contacts in more than 28 categories, including club talent buyers; college & festival bookers; commercial & college radio programmers; promoters & publicists; film & TV music supervisors; distributors; marketing services; and other essential contacts. Highlights of this edition include more than 800 new performance opportunities; song contests and CD compilation contacts; and e-commerce services.

_033435_ (365 pages, 8-3/8' x 11") .......... $49.95
ISBN# 0-634-00645-2

NAVIGATING THE MUSIC INDUSTRY
CURRENT ISSUES & BUSINESS MODELS
edited by Dick Weissman and Frank Jermane
Hal Leonard
For anyone planning a career in the music business, Navigating the Music Industry is an excellent introduction to all the issues facing artists today. It combines the myriad talents of teachers, lawyers and musicians to provide a comprehensive overview of the industry. The first half of the book, “Controversial Issues,” concentrates on the “music” side of this world—everything from censorship to regional music scenes to the future of country music to the debate between indie and major labels. The second half, “Business Models,” looks at the “business” side, and contains many tips about the practical side of the music industry—using internet content, budgets & break even, tax issues, when to incorporate and why, and much more. Simply put, Navigating the Music Industry is the most complete book on the subject to date.

_0330756_ (400 pages, 6' x 9") .......... $18.95
ISBN# 0-634-02652-6

NETWORKING STRATEGIES FOR THE NEW MUSIC BUSINESS
DEVELOPING SUCCESSFUL RELATIONSHIPS IN TODAY'S MUSIC INDUSTRY
by Dan Kimpel
Thomson Course Technology
If the philosophy "who you know, what you know, and who knows you" can ever be considered true, it's in the music business. Every deal that goes down in the music business is almost always a direct result of a personal contact. This book acts as a guide to making your personal strengths and relationships with others work for you in this unique industry. You'll learn the importance of connecting to others who share your aspirations, personal relationships. Whether you're a professional or an aspirant in the music business—a songwriter, recording artist, musician, composer, music editor, music educator, music publisher, DJ, publicist, PR expert, entertainment lawyer—or if you plan on working with any of the above, this book is your key to developing the people skills necessary to achieve success in this billion dollar global industry.

_0331884_ (246 pages, 7-5/8' x 9-1/2") .......... $24.95
ISBN# 1-59200-753-8

THE NEW MUSIC THERAPIST'S HANDBOOK – SECOND EDITION
by Suzanne B. Hanser
Berklee Press
Dr. Hanser's well-respected Music Therapist's Handbook has been thoroughly updated and revised to reflect the latest developments in the field of music therapy. It includes: an introduction to music therapy, new clinical applications and techniques, helpful case studies and anecdotes, and information on designing, implementing and evaluating individualized treatment programs, including guidelines for beginning music therapists.

_50449424_ (280 pages, 6' x 9") .......... $29.95
ISBN# 0-634-00645-2

NEW SONGWRITERS' GUIDE TO MUSIC PUBLISHING – 3RD EDITION
EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW TO MAKE THE BEST PUBLISHING DEALS FOR YOUR SONGS
by Randy Poe
Writer's Digest Books
In The New Songwriter's Guide to Music Publishing, author and music insider Randy Poe teaches readers how to get the best deals for their songs. This revised edition: Features knowledgeable insider advice, giving aspiring songwriters a leg up on the competition; Provides clear instruction that's right on the mark, as well as informative sidebars, sample forms, and amusing anecdotes; Covers the basics of song publishing options, from single song contracts, to full-term agreements; Updated for the internet age, the refreshed content will be an essential reference for anyone trying to sell their songs.

_0331400_ (160 pages, 8-1/2' x 11") .......... $18.99
ISBN# 1-58297-383-0

MUSIC, TECHNOLOGY & CAREER DEVELOPMENT
professionals can reduce their taxes, explains the book, Riley considers various ways performers and teaching jobs and royalties. In the final sections of the book, Riley considers various ways performers and other arts professionals can reduce their taxes, explains how to prepare for an audit, and suggests ways to locate, evaluate, choose and effectively work with a professional arts-oriented tax advisor.

THE NEW TAX GUIDE FOR ARTISTS OF EVERY PERSUASION
ACTORS, DIRECTORS, MUSICIANS, SINGERS AND OTHER SHOW BIZ FOLKS
by Peter Jason Riley, CPA
Limelight Editions

Peter Jason Riley is a CPA who for many years has practiced in the Boston area. His book opens with basic material that applies to everyone, offering a roadmap through today’s tax landscape and general discussions of different types of income, various kinds of expenses and IRS-allowed tax deductions. Following are the chapters that deal with the specific tax situation relevant to each category of artist. These range from the cost of acting lessons and makeup through depreciation of guitars and the maintenance of home studios to income from teaching jobs and royalties. In the final sections of the book, Riley considers various ways performers and other arts professionals can reduce their taxes, explains how to prepare for an audit, and suggests ways to locate, evaluate, choose and effectively work with a professional arts-oriented tax advisor.

THE PROFESSIONAL MUSICIAN’S LEGAL COMPANION
by Michael A. Aczon
ArtistPro

Avoid the legal pratfalls musicians often fall into when navigating the rough waters of the music industry. Attorney Michael Aczon delivers common-sense understanding to his readers by explaining what to sign, what not to sign, what common music and other entertainment contract language means (in plain English) and when to seek the advice of a qualified music industry attorney. Whether you are new to the music business, or an experienced professional, The Professional Musician’s Legal Companion will teach you something you don’t know, confirm what you do and help you avoid legal headaches so you can concentrate on your music (business!).

THE PLAIN & SIMPLE GUIDE TO MUSIC PUBLISHING
by Randall Wixen
Foreword by Tom Petty
Hal Leonard

Music publishing is one of the most complex parts of the music business and yet it can be the most lucrative area of income for musicians. Expert and industry veteran Randall Wixen presents a clear, concise approach on how music publishing works today. It is written for the lay musician/songwriter but contains enough substance to be worthwhile for those already holding positions within the business. Topics covered include everything from mechanical, performing and sync rights to sub-publishing, foreign rights, copyright basics, types of publishing deals, advice on representation, and more. Get a view from the top, in plain English.

REALITY CHECK
PRICELESS ADVICE FOR MUSICIANS
by Josquin des Pres and Mark Landsman
ArtistPro

Reality Check is the first book that gives a completely honest look at what success is in today’s recording industry and the smart steps a musician can take to get there. Even the most creative people can manage time effectively and make the fullest use of their most important resource: their talents. Reality Check is for everyone who wants to chart a rewarding path through the often confusing jungle of the music industry.

SECRETS OF NEGOTIATING A RECORD CONTRACT
THE MUSICIAN’S GUIDE TO UNDERSTANDING AND AVOIDING SNEAKY LAWYER TRICKS
by Moses Avalon
Backbeat Books

This book exposes the multi-layered language of recording agreements crafted by major label lawyers. It deconstructs actual contracts and translates them into “real English,” presenting the originals and decoded versions side by side. This revealing handbook explains the need for each clause, offers advice on negotiating fine points, and outlines alternatives for developing new contracts. User-friendly, it clarifies common terms uniquely redefined by the music industry, and has entertaining inside stories.
STAR AND RUN YOUR OWN RECORD LABEL — 2ND EDITION
by Daylie Deanna Schwartz
Watson-Guptill
This authoritative resource for anyone who ever dreamed of building their own record business from the ground up is a comprehensive, informative, practical, and accessible book covering every aspect of setting up, owning, and operating a record label. Since the publication of the first edition, the music industry has witnessed a new era for independent record labels. While not profoundly different, new technology has made it easier and more affordable for practically anyone to record their own music at home and to sell it online and at performances. As a result, increasingly more musicians are finding it easier to achieve their musical goals. In this updated and expanded second edition, new chapters are included to address such issues as resources for the business end of running a record label, getting exposure, exploring alternative markets for all genres of music, and maximizing the use of the Internet. The streamlined, reorganized, and updated edition of this book is inspired by the transformation of the music industry in recent years. Online music has provided much of the fuel, with downloadable songs and file-sharing programs opening up new avenues of distribution and promotion to some 60 million consumers. The new edition of this book accounts for this transformation. Its focus is the full integration of online sales and promotion into the standard marketing mix. To emphasize the Internet’s integration into the marketing process, Internet chapters are now spread out to relevant locations throughout the narrative. In addition, the first edition’s chapter on promotion, “Promoting the Product,” has been broken into several chapters to differentiate activities that come under this heading, including publicity; radio, video, and television promotion; sales promotion and miscellaneous activities; and online promotion. As before, the author provides a practical guide to planning and producing a complete marketing campaign for selling music to consumers. A comprehensive array of techniques, tools, and strategies — both standard and alternative — are presented to get artists’ music to the marketplace, to promote it effectively, and to ensure the highest possible record sales.

$30 MUSIC SCHOOL

Book/CD-ROM
Pack
by Michael W. Dean
Thomson Course Technology
$30 Music School is a quick-start course on how to jump into making music, get it heard worldwide, make a living, and not compromise to the whims of the entertainment industry. The author, truly able to relate to his audience, has actually proven the theories in this book himself. He is a starving artist and musician with a punk rock ethic who has a band, tours with it, and is making a living off of it. This is a book for realistic people part of the indie revolution: musicians who are artists, who make good music, and want to get their music out to the world, but don’t necessarily have to sell ten million copies to validate themselves. Packed with interviews from insightful, influential, and inspiring independent musicians such as Henry Rollins, this book is an inspiration and motivational piece of work. A multimedia CD-ROM comes with the book and contains examples of the author’s music, music videos, electronic press kits, etc.

THE TRUTH ABOUT THE MUSIC BUSINESS
A GRASSROOTS BUSINESS AND LEGAL GUIDE
by Steve Moore
Thomson Course Technology
Whether you’re a solo artist, songwriter, or part of a band seeking to create a career in the music business, there comes the need to figure out more than where the next gig will be. There are many legal and business details to understand before you sign a contract with a record label or publishing company. This useful and easy-to-follow guide provides a clear path for moving your career forward and gaining control over your future in this business. You’ll learn the steps you should take in any music genre to turn your professional music career into a legitimate and profitable business. Through a realistic, straightforward, plain-English approach, this book acts as the perfect guide to get your career moving in the right direction from start to finish — saving you time, headaches and money!
WHAT THEY'LL NEVER TELL YOU ABOUT THE MUSIC BIZ

by Peter M. Thall
Watson-Guptill

Learn about what most savvy music executives already know—and hope that readers never find out! This insider's guide discloses the hidden dynamics and often unfortunate consequences of what really happens when a deal is prepared, contracts are signed, and promises are made—and alerts musicians, attorneys, songwriters, and anyone else interested in the music business to the potent dangers lurking beneath the surface of this incredibly competitive industry. Twenty chapters cover virtually every aspect of the music industry, including recording agreements, record royalties, artistic management, music publishing, music marketing and promotion, merchandising, copyright infringement, and the international music business scene. What's more, the information in this invaluable reference is all explained clearly and concisely with no legal jargon. For anyone involved in the music business, here is your source of inside information!

WHO KILLED THE JINGLE?

HOW A UNIQUE AMERICAN ART FORM DISAPPEARED

by Steve Karmen
Hal Leonard

In this funny and insightful investigation, Steve Karmen—dubbed the “King of the Jingle” by People magazine—takes us back to a time when consumers happily sang along to “Pepsi Cola Hits the Spot,” “This Bud's for You,” and “Hershey is the Great American Chocolate Bar,” and brings us to the era of borrowed melodies, electronic sounds, and lyrics that never mention the name of the product. Karmen explores the demise of the advertising music business and why the future of advertising is so precarious.

THE GRAND STAND® PORTABLE MUSIC AND BOOKSTAND

Light and durable so you can take it anywhere. The Grand Stand is the portable music and book stand that meets a variety of needs. Now available in new, convenient packaging, The Grand Stand is constructed from sturdy fiberboard, covered in attractive black vinyl that easily wipes clean. It measures 15” wide x 10-7/8” deep and 6-3/4” high when fully assembled; and folds down to be only 1-1/8” high. It's easy to use and fits anywhere — on a kitchen counter or table, on a bed or desk, at a meeting or even on your lap. The Grand Stand supports anything from a single sheet of paper to a very heavy book, and features a page retainer that holds those “hard-to-stay-open” books flat, without obstructing your view of the page.

THE GRAND STAND® PORTABLE MUSIC AND BOOKSTAND

Light and durable so you can take it anywhere. The Grand Stand is the portable music and book stand that meets a variety of needs. Now available in new, convenient packaging, The Grand Stand is constructed from sturdy fiberboard, covered in attractive black vinyl that easily wipes clean. It measures 15” wide x 10-7/8” deep and 6-3/4” high when fully assembled; and folds down to be only 1-1/8” high. It's easy to use and fits anywhere — on a kitchen counter or table, on a bed or desk, at a meeting or even on your lap. The Grand Stand supports anything from a single sheet of paper to a very heavy book, and features a page retainer that holds those “hard-to-stay-open” books flat, without obstructing your view of the page.

BOOKING, PROMOTING AND MARKETING YOUR MUSIC

A COMPLETE GUIDE FOR BANDS AND SOLO ARTISTS

by Nyree Belleville
Artistpro

Join the indie revolution! This book will be your constant reference for booking, managing, promoting and selling your music. Perfect for all genres of music, and for people already working as musicians, just starting out, or representing a band. Covers: booking great gigs, marketing your music and selling thousands of albums, managing bands, professional band promotion, and much more!

BUILD AND MANAGE YOUR MUSIC CAREER

by Maurice Johnson
Artistpro

Lose the amateur mind-set and think like a pro! With this book you'll learn: essential organizational skills for optimizing your productivity; the importance of a good attitude and self-confidence; how to overcome the fear of rejection (with eight sure-fire ways to combat it before it happens!); how to create professional promo materials and deal effectively with the media; and speed bumps. This book is your road map. It tells you what you need to know and do, step by step, to market your act and your music. Topics include starting a band, booking gigs, press and the media, recording, copyright laws, merchandising, touring, finances, managers and agents, and record deals.
Professional Musician magazine, paying gigs. will soon be well on their way to more and better-paying gigs. He points out the need to get gigs like a business, and take it just as seriously. Musicians who take his advice will soon be well on their way to more and better-paying gigs.

House Concerts
Finding better ways to make better money as a gigging act. The standard club, bar and coffeehouse route that many musicians take can lead to more success and the money you deserve as a performing musician.

Getting Signed!
An Insider's Guide to the Record Industry by George Howard Berklee Press
For unsigned musicians, it is vital to your long-term success to sign a contract with a record label. However, preparing your music, targeting a label, and getting your demo into the hands of someone who will listen is challenging if you don't know where to start. Getting Signed!, by record industry veteran George Howard, guides you through the maze of today's music industry, and will help you move your demo to the top of the stack. Even if you are comfortable without a label, it will help you assemble a team that will make sure your music gets heard by as many people as possible. Getting Signed! shows you how.

Gigorama
SOFTWARE FOR THE COMPLETE SOLOFLIGHT 1.0
THE COMPLETE MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE FOR PERFORMING MUSICIANS
Book/CD-ROM Pack by Maurice Johnson ArtistPro
Now musicians can easily book gigs, schedule lessons, print ready-to-sign contracts, view and print earning/expense summaries and import over 1,200 club and venue contacts from the legendary Recording Industry Sourcebook. This is a must for all bands, musicians and performing artists who want to take control and expand their careers. The accompanying book/manual contains a wealth of information ranging from working with club owners to how to find a manager. Also includes graphic screen shots and fully detailed descriptions of Gigorama's every function.

Going Pro
DEVELOPING A PROFESSIONAL CAREER IN THE MUSIC INDUSTRY
by Kenny Kerner Musicians Institute Press
This book reveals the secrets of artist development using the creative process as the foundation for success, and provides solid direction for you to plan and evaluate your path to success. Hot Hits, Cheap Demos shows you how to: jumpstart your career • create a press kit and develop sure-fire marketing strategies • contact clubs and alternative venues • produce and promote your own shows • make an eye-catching web site • and create a standout song, find a producer, and even package a CD.

Hot Hits, Cheap Demos
THE REAL-WORLD GUIDE TO MUSIC BUSINESS SUCCESS
by Nadine Condon Backbeat Books
This book reveals the secrets of artist development using the creative process as the foundation for success, and provides solid direction for you to plan and evaluate your path to success. Hot Hits, Cheap Demos shows you how to: jumpstart your career • create a press kit and develop sure-fire marketing strategies • contact clubs and alternative venues • produce and promote your own shows • make an eye-catching web site • and create a standout song, find a producer, and even package a CD.
CAREER DEVELOPMENT

HOW TO FIND GIGS THAT PAY BIG BUCKS
Hal Leonard
Please see the Hal Leonard DVD Catalog for a complete description.

DVD
_00320370 DVD
ISBN# 0-634-05846-0

HOW TO SUCCEED IN AN ENSEMBLE
REFLECTIONS ON A LIFE IN CHAMBER MUSIC
by Abram Loft
Amadeus Press
Performer and scholar Abram Loft wants every chamber musician to be a strong, collaborative ensemble voice. Here's his hard-headed advice on choosing colleagues, rehearsing and performing effectively together, building repertoire, programming, touring and other facets of the art and business of a chamber music career. Ranging from hilarious to sobering, this is essential reading for music lovers, amateur players, students, teachers and today's many emerging professional ensembles. Recent events in the field, including some strident litigation, highlight the usefulness of this veteran's realistic counsel.

Hardcover
_00331634 Hardcover
ISBN# 1-57467-078-6

MAKING A LIVING IN YOUR LOCAL MUSIC MARKET – 3RD EDITION
REALIZING YOUR MARKETING POTENTIAL
by Dick Weissman
Hal Leonard
This book shows you how to expand and develop your skills as a musician and a composer right in your own backyard. Making a Living in Your Local Music Market explores topics relevant to musicians of every level: Why should a band have an agreement? How can you determine whether a personal manager is right for you? Are contests worth entering? What trade papers are the most useful? Why copyright your songs? Also covers: • Developing and packaging your artistic skills in the marketplace • Dealing with contractors, unions, club owners, agents, etc. • Producing your own recordings • Planning your future in music • Music and the Internet • Artist-operated record companies • The advantages and disadvantages of independent and major record labels • Grant opportunities for musicians and how to access them • College music business programs • Seminars and trade shows • Detailed coverage of regional music markets, including Austin, Atlanta, Denver, Miami, Seattle, and Portland, Oregon.

Hardcover
_00331317 (304 pages, 6” x 9”)......$16.95
ISBN# 0-634-09924-8

MAKING MONEY MAKING MUSIC
THE MUSICIAN’S GUIDE TO COVER GIGS
by Quint Randle and Bill Evans
Backbeat Books
Making Money Making Music guides artists through every aspect of achieving financial success through lucrative cover gigs. This easy-to-use reference shows readers how to start or join a cover band, choose the right cover songs, land the first gigs or get better ones, handle marketing and promotion, use proper sound and lighting systems, put on a killer show, and more.

Paperback
_00330981 (184 pages, 6” x 9-1/4”).....$14.95
ISBN# 0-87930-720-X

MANAGING YOUR BAND – NEW 4TH EDITION
ARTIST MANAGEMENT: THE ULTIMATE RESPONSIBILITY
by Dr. Stephen Marcone
HiMarks Publishing Co.
One of the most comprehensive books available covering publicity, touring, contracts, branding, marketing, trademarks, merchandising and record companies, this latest edition includes new business models for succeeding in the virtual world, and new contracts for personal management and artists releasing their own digital product. Also features an expanded chapter on business management, new artist-manager court cases, and updated industry website listings.

Hardcover
_00331418 (272 pages, 8-1/2” x 11”)...$29.95
ISBN# 0-9651250-4-1

THE MUSICIAN’S GUIDE TO THE INTERNET – SECOND EDITION
by Todd Souvignier and Gary Hutchit
Hal Leonard
This fully revised and updated edition is loaded with more practical information on how to take full advantage of all the information age has to offer. Topics covered include: equipment requirements; getting online; e-mail; chat, IRC and instant messaging; MP3s and compressed audio; how to build your first website; internet radio and streaming audio; file sharing; selling music online; building web traffic; and more.

Paperback
_00330506 (88 pages, 8-1/2” x 11”)......$12.95
ISBN# 0-634-01012-3

THE MUSICIAN’S INTERNET
ONLINE STRATEGIES FOR SUCCESS IN THE MUSIC INDUSTRY
by Peter Spellman
Berklee Press
Help your music career take off by taking advantage of the Internet. Learn how to build a web site and increase traffic, create a web presence, sell, share, and license your music online, webcast your music, develop your fan base, and much more. Also includes over 300 musician-oriented web sites!

Paperback
_50449527 (176 pages, 6” x 9”)......$24.95
ISBN# 0-634-03586-X

PLANET MUSICIAN
THE WORLD MUSIC SOURCEBOOK FOR MUSICIANS
Book/CD Pack
by Julie Lyonn Lieberman
Hal Leonard
Whether you’re a novice or an accomplished professional, you can expand your musical horizons with this book’s practice material from around the globe. Presents fresh approaches to technique and exciting new ways to enrich your musical vocabulary, including: lots of world rhythms and rhythmic exercises • more than 150 world scales and modes • mental and technical exercises • a complete glossary of world instruments and styles • and a 74-minute CD that will help you build technique, enhance your listening skills, and develop rhythmic mastery.

Pack
_00220008 (152 pages, 9” x 12”)......$22.95
ISBN# 0-7935-8695-X

PREPARING FOR YOUR CONCERT
MASTER CLASS DVD SERIES
by Joanne Brackeen
Berklee Press
Please see the Hal Leonard DVD Catalog for a complete description.

DVD
_50448018 DVD
ISBN# 0-87639-036-X
RUTHLESS SELF PROMOTION IN THE MUSIC INDUSTRY – 2ND EDITION
by Jeffrey P Fisher
Thomson Course Technology

Despite the ever-changing nature of the music industry, one constant remains: you must become a ruthless promotion fanatic to achieve success. This is not a book about how to compose, play or produce music; it’s the key to the magic formula for building your music career, reaching your goals, and achieving what you want, need and feel you deserve. The invaluable information in this updated second edition will help you: establish your image and a clear, fundamental message • identify and gather useful information about the people comprising your niche of the music industry • stretch your promotional resources, such as time and money • develop and produce all the promotional material you need to remind people how you can help them with your music products and services • use all of the many promotional tactics at your disposal to deliver your message • leverage each successful sale to get additional sales from both existing and new buyers.
______00331710 (300 pages, 7-1/8” x 9”) $24.95 ISBN# 1-59200-745-7

THE SELF-PROMOTING MUSICIAN
STRATEGIES FOR INDEPENDENT MUSIC SUCCESS
by Peter Spellman
Berklee Press

If you are an independent musician, producer, or studio owner, you must have this book! Written by Peter Spellman, Director of the career development center at Berklee College of Music, this book will teach you everything you need to know to become a success in the music business! It’s filled with empowering resources for self-managed musicians. You will learn how to write a business plan, how to create a press kit and how to perfect your business chops. This amazing collection will teach you how to use the Internet to promote your music. You will also find the most comprehensive musician’s resource list on the planet – updated continually online! Spellman teaches you how to customize your demos for maximum exposure, and the secrets to getting your music played on college radio.
______50449423 (304 pages, 6” x 9”) $24.95 ISBN# 0-6340-0644-4

SUCCEEDING IN MUSIC
A BUSINESS HANDBOOK FOR PERFORMERS, SONGWRITERS, AGENTS, MANAGERS & PROMOTERS
Book/CD-ROM Pack
by John Siernberg
Backbeat Books

Written for both musicians and musical entrepreneurs, this user-friendly guide spells out the fundamentals of business, finance and marketing for the music world. You’ll learn how to take a strategic approach to all aspects of doing business in music, from product development and costing to promoting and marketing the world you’ve built. Includes a CD-ROM with exercises, resources and templates for planning and managing your career.
______00330948 (198 pages, 8-3/8” x 11”) $24.95 ISBN# 0-87930-702-1

THIS BUSINESS OF MUSIC MARKETING & PROMOTION – 2ND EDITION
by Tad Lathrop
Watson-Guptill

The maxim in the music industry has always been “You can’t make it on talent alone,” and with this book, you don’t have to. In language that is simple and direct, author Tad Lathrop details promotional skills, publicity plans, marketing plan, know your audience, be familiar with the laws of commerce – but there are a host of new technological developments have revolutionized not only how music is made, but how it is marketed and promoted. The old rules still apply – create a marketing plan, know your audience, be familiar with the laws of commerce – but there are a host of new ones as well, along with new strategies on how to give your recording the exposure it deserves. This streamlined, reorganized, and updated edition features an all-new chapter (“Twenty Profile-Building Ideas to Use Right Now”), which will help readers get a running start in the recording business. They’ll find completely updated material about Internet sales and promotion techniques, the latest information available on integrated marketing and e-marketing strategies, and brand-new listings of information resources.
______00331381 Hardcover (508 pages, 6-1/4” x 9-1/8”) $24.95 ISBN# 0-8230-7729-2

EDUCATION
LEONARD BERNSTEIN – YOUNG PEOPLE’S CONCERTS
By Michael Tilson Thomas
Amadeus Press

On January 18, 1958, the Columbia Broadcasting Corporation aired the first of Leonard Bernstein’s 53 Young People’s Concerts with the New York Philharmonic. So successful were these performance lessons that they ran for over a decade on television. This book brings back into print a classic collection of the best of the best of these Emmy and Peabody Award-winning lectures. A total of 15 lectures are presented here in full. Here is the century’s most unique musician and teacher, explaining beautifully and clearly the joy of music in a way that grasps the attention of all. Every aspect of music is so cleverly presented that everyone, regardless of age, culture, or educational background, will enjoy and understand it.
______00331656 (380 pages, 6” x 9”) $22.95 ISBN# 1-57467-102-2
Yoko Ono Lennon and is enhanced with photographs, and is a compelling journey aboard this unique rolling technological showcase, and part travelogue, video creation aboard the John Lennon Educational Tour Bus Guide to Music and Video


Book/DVD Pack
by Mark Garvey
Thomson Course Technology

With the support of Yoko Ono Lennon and the corporate sponsorship of some of today's biggest names in music and video hardware and software, the John Lennon Educational Tour Bus is a non-profit, mobile recording studio outfitted with the latest in audio and video technological advances (as well as a full complement of traditional musical instruments). Since 1998, the John Lennon Educational Tour Bus has provided free hands-on programs to hundreds of high schools, colleges, Boys and Girls Clubs, music festivals, concerts, conventions and community organizations. The lucky young people who are chosen to spend time on the Lennon Bus work with the staff of onboard engineers to write a song, record and mix the song, and create a music video of the song's performance — all in one day. The students have an unforgettable experience, learn about how music is made today, and leave with a DVD of their song and video performance.

Composing and recording

Guitar Transcribing — A Complete Guide

Book/CD Pack
by Dave Celentano
Centerstream Publications

Learn that solo now! Don't wait for the music to come out — use this complete guide to writing down what you hear. Includes tips, advice, examples and exercises from easy to difficult. Your ear is the top priority and you'll train it to listen more effectively to recognize intervals, chords, note values, counting rhythms and much more for an accurate transcription.

Irvine's Writing About Music

Third Edition
by Demar Irvine and Mark A. Radice
Amadeus Press

This thorough revision of a classic handbook is designed primarily as a guide for students writing papers or theses on music subjects, but is useful for anyone writing about music for publication. It deals with the mechanics of scholarly writing, citation and documentation, as well as the nuts and bolts of punctuation and abbreviation.

The Creative Director: Conductor, Teacher, Leader

by Edward S. Lisk
Meredith Music

Conducting-listening skills, harmonic and melodic content, ensemble sonority and expressive conducting are only a few of the insightful topics included in Edward Lisk's latest publication. The complexities of instrumental music as related to Howard Gardner's Theories of Multiple Intelligences are thoroughly discussed and provide an overwhelming foundation for the support of music in the schools. From philosophy to practicality, this book has it all!

Learn to Read Music

by Howard Shanet
Simon and Schuster

In two evenings, absolute novices can learn to read practically any melody and pick it out on the piano by doing the clear and simple exercises provided. Howard Shanet has taught thousands of people to read music in four hours of classroom work with his proven method and exercises! A practical classroom text and a helpful reference for music enthusiasts.
MUSIC FOR KIDS – A GUIDE FOR PARENTS

Everything parents should know to support and guide the musical development of their children. Some of the main topics are: why music is so important • selecting an instrument (including aspects such as your child’s age, physical limitations, instrument prices, availability, band & orchestra needs, etc.) • buying and renting instruments • all aspects of music education (music programs for toddlers, grading systems, seeking a teacher, etc.) • how to make practicing fun and effective • instrument classifications • different types of bands and orchestras • and much more.

THE PERFECT WRONG NOTE

LEARNING TO TRUST YOUR MUSICAL SELF

In this groundbreaking book, prize-winning pianist and noted educator William Westney helps readers discover their own path to the natural, transcendent fulfillment of making music. Drawing on experience, psychological insight, and wisdom ancient and modern, Westney shows how to trust yourself and set your own musicality free. He offers healthy alternatives for lifelong learning and suggests significant change in the way music is taught. For example, playing a wrong note can be constructive, useful, even enlightening. The creator of the acclaimed Un-Master Class workshop also explores the special potential of group work, outlining the basics of his revelatory workshop that has transformed the music experience for participants the world over.

MUSIC TEACHING STYLE

MOVING BEYOND TRADITION

Music Teaching Style is an exciting, balanced approach to student performance, music learning and personal change. Written in an informal, engaging style, the text is highlighted by anecdotes, quotations, challenges for self-reflection, and techniques used by the author and top professionals in the field. The result – a fulfilling, productive and successful music teaching experience.

MUSICAL QUIZZICAL

Now back in stock! 77 musical puzzles. A real one-of-a-kind book which offers music education and fun. 80 pages.

SCORING A WINNER

A KEY TO THE MUSIC EXPERIENCE

by Michael Dickreiter

Amadeus Press

Score reading provides insights into the musical structure of a work that are difficult to obtain from merely listening. Many listeners and amateurs derive great pleasure from following a performance with score in hand to help them better understand the intricacies of what they are hearing. This guide includes practice examples of increasing difficulty taken from scores of well-known works from various periods.

A PLACE IN THE CHOIR

FINDING HARMONY IN A WORLD OF MANY VOICES

by John Jacobson

Hal Leonard

With a world full of conflicting voices, it’s not always easy to find your own. One of America’s best-loved musical personalities, John Jacobson brings you a garden of beautiful flowers – “flowers that sing” – in this collection of heartwarming essays and inspirational stories. Not just for music teachers, this book is full of life lessons for all of us, so we each can find our very own “place in the choir.”

A PLAYER’S GUIDE TO CHORDS AND HARMONY

MUSIC THEORY FOR REAL-WORLD MUSICIANS

by Jim Aikin

Backbeat Books

If you’d like to know about music theory but don’t want to get bogged down in a stuffy college-level textbook, this guide was written just for you! It’s a practical, no-nonsense book ideal for: young musicians learning guitar so they can play rock, folk or blues; DJs who’ve started recording their own tracks and need to know how chord progressions work; anyone who wants to play from the chord symbols in sheet music; classical musicians who want to do more than just “read the dots;” and countless others.
TEACHING MUSIC WITH PURPOSE
by Peter Loel Boonshaft
Meredith Music
Like his first critically acclaimed international bestseller Teaching Music with Passion, this new book from Peter Boonshaft is even more poignant and powerful. Called one of the most exciting and exhilarating voices in music education today, Boonshaft's latest work is both inspirational and instructional and will definitely warm your heart and transform your teaching.

TEACHING MUSIC WITH PASSION
CONDUCTING, REHEARSING AND INSPIRING
by Peter Loel Boonshaft
Meredith Music
Teaching Music with Passion is a one-of-a-kind, collective masterpiece of thoughts, ideas and suggestions about the noble profession of music education. It is both inspirational and instructional and will surely change the way you teach. Filled with personal experiences, anecdotes and wonderful quotations, this book is an easy-to-read, must-read treasure!

TECHNOLOGY GUIDE FOR MUSIC EDUCATORS
edited by Scott Watson
Thomson Music Technology
For years, music educators have been asking the Technology Institute for Music Educators (TME) for a resource on software and technology products that would help them accomplish their curricular goals. This resource guide provides a comprehensive and compact package, clearly organized into the following six core technology areas that music educators need to be competent in as they teach music in the 21st century: electronic musical instruments • music production • music notation software • technology-assisted learning • multimedia • productivity tools, classroom and lab management.

TECHNOLOGY STRATEGIES FOR MUSIC EDUCATION – 2ND EDITION
edited by Floyd Richmond
TLM Publications
TME is a non-profit organization whose goals and objectives include the development of in-service teacher training and certification in the area of music technology. This updated edition is an essential resource for all K-12 music educators. It contains hundreds of ideas to assist teachers in integrating technology into the music curriculum, the areas of competency leading to TME certification, and a description of the Technology Institute for Music Educators. These “strategies” are organized around seven essential areas of competency in music technology as they apply to the National Standards for Arts of Education.

YOUR MUSICAL CHILD
INSPIRING KIDS TO PLAY FOR KEEPS
by Jessica Baron Turner, M.A.
String Letter Publishing
What makes a child fall in love with learning to play music? How does talent develop? When is the right time to start lessons? Which instrument is the best fit? This groundbreaking book answers these questions and many others, serving up healthy portions of insight, humor, research, practical advice, fresh ideas and heartfelt encouragement for making the most of musical development from pregnancy through the elementary years. It provides everything parents need to nurture children so they may begin to discover their own unique voices.

WHAT TO LISTEN FOR IN THE WORLD
by Bruce Adolphe
Limelight Editions
With disciplined lyricism and entirely devoid of technical jargon, Bruce Adolphe’s book probes into the heart of such matters as the role of memory and imagination in creative expression, the meaning of inspiration, spirituality in music, the challenge of arts education and how music communicates.

THE WINDS OF CHANGE
THE EVOLUTION OF THE CONTEMPORARY AMERICAN WIND BAND/ENSEMBLE AND ITS CONDUCTOR
by Frank Battisti
Meredith Music
This expansion on Battisti’s The Twentieth Century American Wind Band/Ensemble includes discussions on the contribution of important wind band/ensemble personalities and organizations, and provides important information on hundreds of compositions for this medium. Challenges facing the 21st century wind band/ensemble conductor including training and development are also discussed.
SONGWRITING

2007 SONGWRITER'S MARKET

Writer's Digest Books
Since 1977, Songwriter's Market has been the all-in-one resource songwriter's and musicians seek out. Providing them with the connections and knowledge they need, it's the songwriter's career resource.

This edition includes: Contact information and submission guidelines for more than 1,000 music publishers, record companies, producers, booking agents, music firms and more; New, informative interviews with Jonathan Brooke, Richie Havens, and ASCAP Rep. Shawn Murphy; Resource listings where songwriters can network and find further support, as well as five indexes to help them navigate the market listings with ease. Songwriter's Market helps songwriter connect with the music industry and arms them with the knowledge they need to be successful.

ARRANGING IN THE DIGITAL WORLD

Book/CD Pack by Corey Allen
Berklee Press
This is the resource for creating truly inspired arrangements! Full of tips and tricks covering techniques for building digital arrangements in a variety of styles, including country, gospel, pop, jazz, rock, Latin and more. Teaches basic MIDI, sequencing, production concepts, and arranging techniques for a variety of digital instrument sounds. Make your MIDI sequences and grooves come alive! Also includes a General MIDI disk with more than 50 sequenced samples, helpful definitions, and more.

ARRANGING FOR LARGE JAZZ ENSEMBLE

Book/CD Pack by Dick Lowell and Ken Pullig
Berklee Press
Now, for the first time, learn the same jazz ensemble arranging techniques taught by renowned Berklee College of Music faculty, and studied by the best and brightest arrangers working today. Arranging for Large Jazz Ensemble includes all the information you need when creating horn charts, fueling and inspiring you with the charts of esteemed Berklee professors. The play-along CD includes more than 60 demo tracks and arrangements written in the style of masters such as Count Basie, Duke Ellington and Gil Evans, and performed by Berklee faculty. Covers: writing and voicing examples and ear training exercises. The included CD will help reinforce lessons as you begin to build a solid musical foundation.

BERKLEE MUSIC THEORY – BOOK 1

Book/CD Pack by Paul Schmeling
Berklee Press
Learn music theory based on over forty years of music theory instruction at Berklee College of Music. Whether you already play an instrument, or are looking to expand the depth of your musical knowledge, understanding the fundamental concepts of music theory is essential for advancing your performance skills and writing music. This book features rigorous, hands-on, “ears-on” practice exercises that help you explore the inner workings of music, presenting notes, scales, and rhythms as they are heard in pop, jazz and blues. You will learn and build upon the basic concepts of music theory with written exercises, listening examples and ear training exercises. The included CD will help reinforce lessons as you begin to build a solid musical foundation.

BERKLEE MUSIC THEORY – BOOK 2

Book/CD Pack by Paul Schmeling
Berklee Press
This second in a two-volume series based on over forty years of music theory instruction at Berklee College of Music: explores the inner workings of music, presenting notes, scales, and rhythms as they are heard in pop, jazz, blues and popular music styles. You'll develop the tools needed to write melodies and create effective harmonic accompaniments from a lead sheet.

THE COMPLETE SINGER-SONGWRITER

A Troubadour’s Guide to Writing, Performing, Recording & Business
by Jeffrey Pepper Rodgers
Backbeat Books
This handbook is the ultimate guide for the modern singer-songwriter, full of real-world advice and encouragement for both aspiring and accomplished troubadours. The founding editor of Acoustic Guitar magazine, Jeffrey Pepper Rodgers draws on his own experiences as a performing songwriter and interviews with artists such as Joni Mitchell, Ani DiFranco, Arlo Guthrie, Chrissie Hynde and Paul Simon to offer an invaluable companion for the journey from idea to song to stage and studio. Also includes inside info from managers, agents, lawyers and record execs.

THE COMPLETE SONGWRITER

A Troubadour’s Guide to Writing, Performing, Recording & Business
by Jeffrey Pepper Rodgers
Backbeat Books
This handbook is the ultimate guide for the modern singer-songwriter, full of real-world advice and encouragement for both aspiring and accomplished troubadours. The founding editor of Acoustic Guitar magazine, Jeffrey Pepper Rodgers draws on his own experiences as a performing songwriter and interviews with artists such as Joni Mitchell, Ani DiFranco, Arlo Guthrie, Chrissie Hynde and Paul Simon to offer an invaluable companion for the journey from idea to song to stage and studio. Also includes inside info from managers, agents, lawyers and record execs.

A COMPOSER’S INSIGHT, VOLUME 1

Thoughts, Analysis and Commentary on Contemporary Masterpieces for Wind Band
edited by Timothy Saltman
Meredith Music
A Composer’s Insight, Volume 1 – with a foreword by Michael Colgrass – is the first in a five-volume series on major contemporary composers and their works for wind band. An excellent resource for conductors, composers or enthusiasts interested in acquiring a richer musical understanding of the composers' training, compositional approach, musical influences and interpretative ideas.
A COMPOSER’S INSIGHT, VOLUME 2
edited by Timothy Salzman
Meredith Music
Includes a foreword by
Norman Dello Joio and features
the music of Leslie Bassett, Norman Dello Joio,
Hiroshi Hoshina, Libby Larsen, David Maslanka, Nicholas Maw, Francis
McBeth, Ron Nelson, H. Owen Reed, Jan Van der Roost, and Gregory Youtz.

ISBN# 1-57463-034-2
(196 pages, 8-1/2” x 11”) $29.95

A COMPOSER’S INSIGHT, VOLUME 3
NEW
THOUGHTS, ANALYSIS AND
COMMENTARY ON
CONTEMPORARY MASTERPIECES
FOR WIND BAND
by Timothy Salzman
Meredith Music
A Composer’s Insight, Volume 3 – with a foreword by John Corigliano—is the
third in a five-volume series on major contemporary composers and their works for wind band. Included in this initial volume are rare, “behind-the-notes” perspectives acquired from personal interviews with each composer. An excellent resource for conductors, composers or enthusiasts interested in acquiring a richer musical understanding of the composers’ training, compositional approach, musical influences and interpretative ideas. Features the music of Richard Rodney Bennett, Warren Benson, Roger Cichy, John Corigliano, David Holsinger, Roger Nixon, Bernard Roost, and Gregory Youtz.

ISBN# 1-57463-048-2
(222 pages, 9” x 12”) $19.95

CONTEMPORARY EARTRAINING
by Mark Harrison
Hal Leonard
Eartraining is a vital (and sometimes neglected) skill that enables musicians to “hear ahead” in their playing and writing. These unique, modern courses have been used by hundreds of students (from beginners to working professionals) at the acclaimed Grove School of Music in Los Angeles. These methods use solfège (the syllables Do, Re, Mi, etc.) to apply the techniques within a key-center based “relative pitch” framework. Level One works on hearing and transcribing melodies, rhythms, intervals and bass lines and moves on to identify triads and simple progressions. Level Two covers hearing and transcribing triads and four-part chords.

Level One
00220012 (222 pages, 9” x 12”) $19.95
ISBN# 0-825-69392-6

Level Two
00220013 (154 pages, 9” x 12”) $19.95
ISBN# 0-825-69393-4

CONTEMPORARY MUSIC THEORY
by Mark Harrison
Hal Leonard
Finally, a complete harmony and theory method designed specifically for the pop and jazz musician! These books, used at the Grove School of Music, provide a sound and proven approach to theory. The Level One book completely derives and explains major and minor scales, keys and key signatures, all intervals, triads and four-part chords, modes, and more. Level Two covers five-part chords, II-V-I progressions, chord substitutions, harmonic analysis of tunes, voiceleading, and more. Each theory book includes hundreds of exercises with all the answers provided!

Level One
00220014 (312 pages, 9” x 12”) $24.95
ISBN# 0-7935-9881-8

Level Two
00220015 (384 pages, 9” x 12”) $26.95
ISBN# 0-7935-9882-6

THE CRAFT OF LYRIC WRITING
by Sheila Davis
Writer’s Digest Books
With over 100,000 books in print, this successful author and songwriter provides a complete guide to writing words for and to music, showing how to create lyrics with universal appeal, choose a song form, and more.

00330139 Hardcover
(350 pages, 6” x 9”) $24.99
ISBN# 0-89879-149-9

COMPLETE GUIDE TO FILM SCORING
by Richard Davis
Berklee Press
If you want to be a success in the film scoring business, this book is for you. This comprehensive guide teaches you everything you need to know including: the history of film music, the stages of film production, the role of the music team (composers, editors, orchestrators, copyists, librarians), the recording session, and an in-depth section on writing the score. This book will also teach you about the film music business with such topics as: contracts, fees, package deals, publishing, copyrights, royalties, and more. Whether you want to write or arrange music for film, television, animation, multimedia, or documentaries, this book is for you.

50449417 (304 pages, 6” x 9”) $24.95
ISBN# 0-6340-0636-3

ESSENTIAL SONGWRITER
by Jimmy Kachulis & Jonathan Feist
Berklee in the Pocket Series
Berklee Press
Here is an accessible reference guide that will quickly lead songwriters to ideas that are at the heart of countless hit songs. Includes: the 17 chord progressions that are at the heart of the most popular hit songs, guitar charts and keyboard chords showing how to play progressions in all 12 keys, tips to customize essential chord progressions to suit your own songs, contact info for businesses and organizations most important to the working songwriter, and more.

50448051 (32 pages, 1-1/2” x 11”) $9.95
ISBN# 0-87639-054-8
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ESSENTIAL SONGWRITER
by Jimmy Kachulis & Jonathan Feist
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THE EVERYTHING SONGWRITING BOOK
All You Need to Create and Market Hit Songs
by C.J. Watson
Adams Media Corporation
The Everything® Songwriting Book provides you with all the tools you need to create, perform and sell hit songs. In easy-to-follow language, pro songwriter and consultant C.J. Watson gives you tested instruction on choosing a song style, getting your story across, and finding the right music to match the words. From developing an idea and creating a hook to recording your songs and getting heard, here's all you need to bring your talent to the next level!

HAL LEONARD POCKET RHYMING DICTIONARY
A Concise and User-Friendly Resource Containing Nearly 50,000 Words
Hal Leonard
A treasure trove of 50,000 entries organized alphabetically to maximize word choice and minimize cross-referencing, this concise and user-friendly resource is ideal for singer/songwriters, writers and poets, whether serious or recreational, professional or amateur.

THE HARMONY OF BILL EVANS
by Jack Reilly
Hal Leonard
Bill Evans, the pianist, is a towering figure acknowledged by the jazz world, fans, musicians and critics. However Bill Evans, the composer, has yet to take his place alongside the great masters of composition. Therein lies the sole purpose of this book. A compilation of articles that originally appeared in the quarterly newsletter Letter from Evans, this unique folio features extensive analysis of Evans’ work. Pieces examined include: B Minor Waltz • How Deep Is the Ocean • I Fall in Love Too Easily • I Should Care • Peri’s Scope • Time Remembered • and Twelve Tone Tune.

HOW TO WRITE A HIT SONG – REVISED
The Complete Guide to Writing & Marketing Chart-Topping Lyrics & Music
by Molly-Ann Leikin
Hal Leonard
How to Write a Hit Song is the only complete guide to composing lyrics and music — and getting your songs on the air. It covers everything aspiring songwriters must know to be successful, from creating memorable lyrics, composing the melody, and crafting song structure to collaborating, finding a publisher, and recording a song. This revision includes a new section on using the Internet and new promotion techniques. Molly-Ann Leikin is a songwriting consultant and the recipient of two gold records, four ASCAP Country Music Awards, and an Emmy nomination. She has written music for movies and televisions and the Academy Award-winning score for Violet.

THE FRIEDRICH’S GUIDE TO COMPOSING & IMPROVISING
Book/CD Pack
by Jon Damian
Berklee Press
Unleash the creative potential of your guitar, and express your imagination through your music!

HARMONIC EAR TRAINING
featuring Roberta Radley
Berklee Workshop
Berklee Press
Please see the Hal Leonard DVD catalog for a complete description.

HAL LEONARD POCKET MUSIC THEORY
A Comprehensive and Convenient Resource for All Musicians
by Keith Wyatt and Carl Schroeder
Hal Leonard
Following in the footsteps of the popular Hal Leonard Pocket Music Dictionary, this handy pocket-sized book is the most contemporary music theory book on the market! A step-by-step guide to harmony and theory for every musician, it includes thorough, yet easy-to-understand analysis of intervals, rhythms, scales, chords, keys, signatures, transposition, chord inversion, key centers, harmonizing the major and minor scales, extended chords, modulation and much more.

HOW TO BE A HIT SONGWRITER
Polishing and Marketing Your Lyrics and Music
by Molly-Ann Leikin
Hal Leonard
Whether your work just needs a little rewriting, polishing or some strong connections, Leikin will guide you step-by-step to the top of the charts. In How To Be A Hit Songwriter she offers expert advice and exercises, including “Seven Easy Steps to Writing Hit Lyrics.” The book features inside information that can turn your song into a potential hit. What’s more, she’s interviewed music industry power players who share tips that are essential to all developing artists.

THE FRUSTRATED SONGWRITER’S HANDBOOK
A Radical Guide to Cutting Loose, Overcoming Blocks, and Writing the Best Songs of Your Life
by Karl Coryat & Nicholas Dobson
Backbeat Books
Whether you’re a total novice or a seasoned pro, this book will revolutionize the way you write music. It outlines a radical new system – Immersion Music Method – designed to help you smash through creative blocks, become relentlessly prolific, and make quantum leaps in your musical and compositional skills.

THE GUITARIST’S GUIDE TO COMPOSING & IMPROVISING
Book/CD Pack
by Jon Damian
Berklee Press
This inspiring, practical and fun approach to composing and improvising will develop your sense of dynamics, articulation, rhythm, melodic direction and musical E.S.P. Think out of the box, and journey inside this truly unique collection of creative resources for the curious guitarist. Your guitar will thank you!
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HOW TO WRITE SONGS ON GUITAR
A GUITAR-PLAYING AND SONGWRITING COURSE
by Rikky Rooksby
Backbeat Books
This inspirational handbook teaches readers how to play guitar, while providing a solid foundation in songwriting techniques, using well-known songs as examples, easy-to-follow text, and graphics that explain and demonstrate lyrics, melody, harmony and rhythm. This book's straightforward style will have even those who've never played a guitar or written a song making music with ease.

INSIDE CLASSIC ROCK TRACKS
SONGWRITING AND RECORDING SECRETS OF 100 GREAT SONGS FROM 1960 TO THE PRESENT DAY
by Rikky Rooksby
Backbeat Books
Presenting a remarkable selection of songs ranging from vintage rock 'n' roll to today's electronic dance music, this book analyzes in fine detail the writing and recording techniques behind 100 selected singles and album cuts to see exactly what makes a great track great. Readers will discover exactly how different sounds within songs are achieved, and the various ways engineers throughout the history of popular music have arranged and recorded them.

JAZZ COMPOSITION
THEORY AND PRACTICE
Book/CD Pack
by Ted Pease
Berklee Press
When you think of jazz composers, who comes to mind? Jelly Roll Morton, Charlie Mingus, Bob Brookmeyer. This book is about what they (and many others) do. Berklee College of Music legend Ted Pease demystifies the processes involved in writing jazz tunes and in composing episodic and extended jazz works. The accompanying CD helps demonstrate melody, harmony and rhythmic elements of jazz and also includes a variety of music-writing exercises focused on learning these same elements to help you begin producing your own effective jazz compositions.

THE JOY OF MUSIC – LEONARD BERNSTEIN
Amadeus Press
This classic work is perhaps Bernstein’s finest collection of conversations on the meaning and wonder of music. This book is a must for all music fans who wish to experience music more fully and deeply through one of the most inspired, and inspiring, music intellects of our time. Employing the creative device of “Imaginary Conversations” in the first section of his book, Bernstein illuminates the importance of the symphony in America, the greatness of Beethoven, and the art of composing.
Fields Forever • Come Together • and more.
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MUSIC NOTATION

PREPARING SCORES AND PARTS

by Matthew Nickoll and Richard Grudzinski
Berkeley Press

Whether you notate music by hand or use computer software, this practical reference will show you today's best practices for how to render the details of your scores and parts. Improve your music's legibility and express your ideas clearly to get the best possible representation of your music. You will learn to: Create scores that are easy to conduct and parts that are easy to perform; Understand the unique practices and standards for handwritten vs. computer-generated scores, such as those by Finale® and Sibelius®; Lay out scores with proper instrument order, measures per page, and common alignment practices; Understand the publication standards for orchestral, big-band, vocal, and rhythm-section-based scores; Use appropriate practices for different styles, such as pop, commercial, classical, and jazz; and more. Music Notation — Preparing Scores and Parts is used as a notation textbook by Berklee College of Music's Contemporary Writing and Production Department. It presents the definitive word in score and part preparation, based on contemporary publishing-industry practice.

-- ISBN# 1-4234-0177-8

THE MUSICIAN'S GUIDE TO READING & WRITING MUSIC

REVISED 2ND EDITION

by Dave Stewart
Backbeat Books

Writing in a friendly manner that puts readers at ease, author Dave Stewart starts with the basics: staves, clefs, and how to find the notes. He then advances step by step through rhythm, key signatures, chords and intervals, and how to write it all down.

-- ISBN# 0-87930-570-3

6 STEPS TO SONGWRITING SUCCESS

by Jason Bloom
Watson-Guptill

This book provides novices a step-by-step approach to mastering those elements consistently found in hit songs. Incorporating inspiring anecdotes; 30 effective exercises for practicing, honing, and expanding one's songwriting skills; and helpful checklists for assessing strengths and weaknesses, it offers a concise analysis of the six steps essential for songwriting success. This second edition has been updated, substantially revised, and expanded, including developments such as the advent of MP3s, the increase in music sampling, and more. Features a completely updated appendix with the most comprehensive and up-to-date listing of songwriting resources available.

-- ISBN# 0-89879-519-2

THE ORCHESTRATION HANDBOOK

THE ESSENTIAL GUIDE TO EVERY INSTRUMENT IN THE ORCHESTRA

by Don B. Ray, M.A.
Hal Leonard

The Orchestration Handbook is an at-a-glance guide to the key elements in a musical score. Students and instructors alike will find this handbook indispensable for its clear, concise explanations of instrument characteristics, musical symbols, mood and dynamic indications, and tempo marks. The characteristics of every instrument and score marking are covered here.

-- ISBN# 0-87930-137-7

THE SONGWRITER'S IDEA BOOK

by Sheila Davis
Writer's Digest Books

This book reveals the inherent relationship between personality type, brain function and writing style. Includes 40 proven songwriting strategies—guaranteed to spark songwriters' imaginations.

-- ISBN# 0-89879-519-2

THE SONGWRITER'S SUCCESS WORKSHOP:

HARMONY

by Jimmy Kachulis
Berkeley Press

Spark your imagination with hundreds of creative songwriting techniques! This hands-on guide provides lessons on how to write innovative harmonies, based on popular songwriting courses at Berklee College of Music.

-- ISBN# 0-634-02661-5
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THIS BUSINESS OF SONGWRITING
A PRACTICAL GUIDE TO DOING BUSINESS AS A SONGWRITER
by Jason Blume
Billboard Books

Learning to write great songs is not enough. Without a firm grasp of the rudiments of music publishing, and a solid knowledge of how songs generate income, how they may be protected, and how to organize a business, songwriters leave themselves adrift in a sea of obstacles and challenges, unable to navigate the rolling waters of today's music business. *This Business of Songwriting* gives a detailed, comprehensive examination of business-related topics and issues that all songwriters need to understand, and it presents accessible explanations and samples of the contracts, licenses, and legal agreements that songwriters are likely to encounter throughout their careers. Readers will learn that the business skills and knowledge they need can be acquired, as the author shares his insights and expertise gained from more than twenty years "on both sides of the desk" in the music business.

TIPBOOK – MUSIC ON PAPER
The Tipbook Company
Please see the Tipbook Series feature for a complete description.

WRITE SONGS FROM SCRATCH
Book/CD Pack
by Christopher Norton
Boosey & Hawkes

Ever wanted to write your own song? Ever wondered what it is you love about some songs, but hate about others? This book will show you. Written by an expert songwriter and recorded by top artists, *Write Songs from Scratch* is the ideal choice for any aspiring songwriter.

YOU CAN WRITE SONG LYRICS
by Terry Cox
Writer’s Digest Books

Anyone who’s dreamed of writing a hit song but doesn’t know how to start will welcome the inspiration and practical instruction offered by successful lyricist Terry Cox. Readers will learn about basic song components, collaborative song-writing, and creative ways to come up with song ideas. Cox also takes the reader through the stages of writing lyrics for a song, from choosing a title to the chorus, verses and the bridge. Readers will even find sections on getting the song performed, recorded and getting people in the music business interested.

---
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THE BEATLES LYRICS
Hal Leonard
The Beatles Lyrics is an amazing tribute to the most influential band in pop history. For the first time together in print, it publishes the lyrics to every song Lennon, McCartney, Harrison and Starr ever wrote and recorded. Features 183 song lyrics, 19 pages of photos, and a complete discography.

THE COMPLETE LYRICS OF IRVING BERLIN
edited by Robert Kimball and Linda Berlin Emmett Applause Books
Gathered together in one volume for the first time, here are all of the incomparable song lyrics of Irving Berlin – the lyrics of more than 1,200 songs, 460 of which have never before appeared in print – along with anecdotal, historical, and musicological commentary and dozens of photographs. Berlin came from a poor immigrant family and began his career as a singing waiter, but by the time he was nineteen he was publishing his songs and quickly found fame with “Alexander’s Ragtime Band” in 1911. In the extraordinary six decades that followed, Berlin wrote with anecdotal, historical, and musicological commentary and dozens of photographs.

JOHN DENVER: THE COMPLETE LYRICS
Cherry Lane Music
Now, for the first time ever, John Denver's lyrics have been printed in their entirety. This book contains lyrics to more than 200 songs, and includes an annotated discography, and an index of first lines. This collection also features a foreword by Tom Paxton, who was greatly influenced by Denver, and an introduction from Milt Okan.

THE FISCHER-DIESKAU BOOK OF LIEDER
by Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau
Limelight Editions
The original texts of over 750 songs in a new translation that allows the reader to follow line by line, the English directly opposite the German. “Will no doubt become the standard lieder-resource for the English-speaking world...” – Choice

LYRICS BY OSCAR HAMMERSTEIN II
Hal Leonard
This volume, edited by William Hammerstein, encompasses lyrics from Oscar Hammerstein’s entire canon; from the early “Indian Love Call” written in 1924 with Otto Harbach and Rudolph Friml, to his final song, “Edelweiss,” 1959. Oscar Hammerstein’s introduction, “Notes On Lyrics” has been an acknowledged classic text for musical theatre enthusiasts since 1949 and remains a definitive work today.

JIMI HENDRIX – THE LYRICS
Compiled by Janie Hendrix
Hal Leonard
Jimi Hendrix was such an extraordinary guitarist, it can be easy to forget that just as much passion, soul and precision went into his lyrics. This extraordinarily personal book includes over 70 examples of Jimi’s handwritten lyrics, often scribbled on hotel stationery, and photos of Jimi accompanying every song. From the existential euphoria of “I Don’t Live Today” to the elusive beauty of “Little Wing” to the psychedelic blues of “My Friend” to the otherworldly “1983 (... A Merman I Should Turn to Be),” the lyrics of Jimi Hendrix remain among the greatest in the pantheon of rock, infused with the same inventiveness, virtuosity and courage that informed his guitar playing.

HIP-HOP AND RAP LYRIC BOOK
Complete lyrics for 180 songs
Hal Leonard
Over 180 songs are included in this collection of lyrics to hip-hop and rap songs. Includes: Been Around the World • Bow Wow (That Thing) • Funky Cold Medina • Gangsta’s Paradise • Gettin’ Jiggy Wit It • Ghostbusters (That Is What You Are) • Have You Seen Her • I Shot the Sheriff • I’ll Be Missing You • Jump • No Scrubs • Peaches & Cream • Rapper’s Delight • Sweet Dreams (Are Made of This) • Tha Crossroads • U Can’t Touch This • Walk This Way • Waterfalls • What You Want • (Are Made of This) • Tha Crossroads • U Can’t Touch This • Walk This Way • Waterfalls • What You Want • and many more. PARENTAL ADVISORY FOR EXPLICIT CONTENT.

THE LYRIC BOOK
Complete lyrics for over 1000 songs from Tin Pan Alley to Today
Hal Leonard
This exciting book compiles the lyrics to more than 1,000 songs, in genres ranging from Broadway to jazz standards to early rock ‘n’ roll to rap to Tin Pan Alley to love songs to today’s favorite hits! Highlights include: Always • Amazed • Beauty and the Beast • Building a Mystery • Can You Feel the Love Tonight • Diamonds Are a Girl’s Best Friend • Don’t Get Around Much Anymore • Edelweiss • Hey Jude • I Heard It Through the Grapevine • Joy to the World • Let It Be • Love Me Tender • Moon River • My Heart Will Go On • Route 66 • Time in a Bottle • Turn! Turn! Turn! • We’ve Only Just Begun • What a Wonderful World • You’re the Inspiration • You’ve Got a Friend • and hundreds more! Includes an artist index, a songwriter index, and an index listing songs from musicals, movies and television.

THE SYMPHONY BOOK
Complete orchestral scores
Hal Leonard
This book contains complete orchestral scores from 1000 years of music history, spanning from early Gregorian chant to modern symphonies. The scores are arranged in chronological order, providing a comprehensive overview of the development of the symphony genre from its early beginnings to the present day. The scores are printed in a clear, readable format, ensuring that even the most complex musical notation is easy to follow. This book is an invaluable resource for musicians and music enthusiasts alike, offering a wealth of information about the symphony genre and its rich history. 

THE COMPLETE SONGWRITERS
Hal Leonard
This collection includes music from the greats of popular music, including the Beatles, Bob Dylan, Billy Joel, Bruce Springsteen, and Elton John. The songs are arranged in alphabetical order by artist, making it easy to find the specific song you are looking for. This book is perfect for musicians, students, or anyone interested in the history of popular music.

THE FISCHER-DIESKAU BOOK OF LIEDER
by Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau
Limelight Editions
The original texts of over 750 songs in a new translation that allows the reader to follow line by line, the English directly opposite the German. “Will no doubt become the standard lieder-resource for the English-speaking world...” – Choice

LYRICS BY OSCAR HAMMERSTEIN II
Hal Leonard
This volume, edited by William Hammerstein, encompasses lyrics from Oscar Hammerstein’s entire canon; from the early “Indian Love Call” written in 1924 with Otto Harbach and Rudolph Friml, to his final song, “Edelweiss,” 1959. Oscar Hammerstein’s introduction, “Notes On Lyrics” has been an acknowledged classic text for musical theatre enthusiasts since 1949 and remains a definitive work today.

LYRICS BY OSCAR HAMMERSTEIN II
Hal Leonard
This volume, edited by William Hammerstein, encompasses lyrics from Oscar Hammerstein’s entire canon; from the early “Indian Love Call” written in 1924 with Otto Harbach and Rudolph Friml, to his final song, “Edelweiss,” 1959. Oscar Hammerstein’s introduction, “Notes On Lyrics” has been an acknowledged classic text for musical theatre enthusiasts since 1949 and remains a definitive work today.
LYRIC COLLECTIONS

LYRICS
Complete Lyrics for Over 1000 Songs from Broadway to Rock
Hal Leonard
An unprecedented collection of popular lyrics that will appeal to all music fans! Includes songs from yesterday and today, from Broadway to Rock ’n’ Roll. Highlights include: American Pie • Bennie and the Jets • Blueberry Hill • Brown Eyed Girl • Come What May • Don’t Cry for Me Argentina • Dream Weaver • Fame • Free Bird • Fun, Fun, Fun • The Girl from Ipanema • Goodnight Irene • Green River • Hakuna Matata • Have I Told You Lately • Heart of Glass • I Can’t Stop Loving You • I Love Paris • I Still Haven’t Found What I’m Looking For • Jessie’s Girl • Jump • Kansas City • Killer Queen • Last Kiss • Livin’ La Vida Loca • MacArthur Park • A Matter of Trust • My Cherie Amour • Now You Has Jazz • Oh Sherrrie • Popular • Photograph • Proud Mary • The Rain in Spain • Rocket Man • Runaway • Sixteen Candles • Smells Like Teen Spirit • Somebody to Love • Tears in Heaven • That’s Life • These Dreams • Under the Sea • Venus • Walk on the Wild Side • We Are Family • You’ve Lost That Lovin’ Feelin’ • Your Mama Don’t Dance • Zip-A-Dee-Doo-Dah.

LYRICS ON SEVERAL OCCASIONS
by Ira Gershwin
Limelight Editions
One of the most distinguished lyric-writers of his time, Ira Gershwin wrote for his brother George as well as Jerome Kern, Kurt Weill, Harold Arlen and others. Limelight presents a selection of stage and screen lyrics written for sundry situations and now arranged in arbitrary categories, to which have been added many informative annotations and disquisitions on their why and wherefore, their whom-for, their how, and matters associative.

METALLICA – THE COMPLETE LYRICS
Cherry Lane Music
Now, for the first time ever, Metallica fans can have the complete lyrics to all of their favorite songs in this exciting new collection! Not only is this the authorized version of the lyrics to more than 70 songs, the deluxe hardcover makes this book a real collector’s item. Features a thoughtful introduction written by Stefani Schirazi, the editor of So What!, Metallica’s Fan Club newsletter.

SQUEEZE MY LEMON
A Collection of Classic Blues Lyrics
by Randy Poe
foreword by B.B. King
Hal Leonard
There’s a lot more to the blues than three chords played on an old beat-up guitar. Squeeze My Lemon is a collection of some of the best blues lines ever recorded. From birth (“Born under a bad sign/It’s been down since I began to crawl”) to death (“Everybody wants to go to heaven/But nobody wants to die”) and everything in between, this volume quotes classic blues phrases by songwriter/artists B.B. King, Bessie Smith, Muddy Waters, T-Bone Walker, Robert Johnson and many, many others.

THE LYRIC LIBRARY
Complete Lyrics for 200 Songs
Hal Leonard
These collections each feature complete lyrics for 200 of the most beloved songs of all time. The convenient 6” x 9” size makes these perfect for displaying throughout your store to encourage those impulse and gift purchases.
LYRIC COLLECTIONS

BROADWAY VOLUME II
200 more favorite Broadway lyrics (with no duplication from Volume II) from 116 musicals: Ain't Misbehavin' • All of You • Another Op'nin', Another Show • As If We Never Said Goodbye • Beauty School Dropout • The Best of Times • Bring Him Home • Brotherhood of Man • Camelot • Close Every Door • Consider Yourself • My Heart Belongs to Daddy • On My Own • People • Satin Doll • The Sound of Music • Sun and Moon • The Sweeney with the Fringe on Top • We Kiss in a Shadow • We Need a Little Christmas • Who Will Buy? • Wishing You Were Somehow Here Again • Younger Than Springtime • and more.

CHRISTMAS
An incredible resource of 200 lyrics to the most loved Christmas songs of all time: Baby, It's Cold Outside • The Christmas Song (Chestnuts Roasting on an Open Fire) • Christmas Time Is Here • Feliz Navidad • The First Noel • Frosty the Snow Man • Grandma Got Run over by a Reindeer • Happy Xmas (War Is Over) • I'll Be Home for Christmas • I've Got My Love to Keep Me Warm • In the Bleak Midwinter • It Came Upon the Midnight Clear • It's Beginning to Look like Christmas • The Most Wonderful Time of the Year • My Favorite Things • Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer • Silent Night • Silver Bells • What Made the Baby Cry? • Wonderful Christmastime • and more.

CLASSIC ROCK
Lyrics to 200 of the most popular rock songs of all time, including: All Day and All of the Night • All Right Now • Angie • Another One Bites the Dust • Back in the U.S.S.R. • Balloon Blitz • Barracuda • Changes • Cocaine • Cold As Ice • Come Sail Away • Come Together • Dreamer • Drive My Car • Dust in the Wind • 867-5309/Jenny • Emotional Rescue • Every Breath You Take • Layla • The Logical Song • Long Cool Woman (In a Black Dress) • Love Hurts • Maggie May • Nights in White Satin • Paradise by the Dashboard Light • Rebel, Rebel • Refugee • Roxanne • Shattered • Smoke on the Water • Sultans of Swing • Sweet Emotion • Walk This Way • We Gotta Get Out of This Place • We Will Rock You • Wouldn't It Be Nice • and many more!

CONTEMPORARY CHRISTIAN
An amazing collection of 200 lyrics from some of the most popular Contemporary Christian songs of all time: Abba (Father) • After the Rain • Angels • Awesome God • Breathe on Me • Circle of Friends • Doubly Good to You • Down on My Knees • El Shaddai • Father's Eyes • Friends • Jesus Freak • Joy in the Journey • Judas' Kiss • A Little More • Live Out Loud • Love Will Be Our Home • A Maze of Grace • The Message • My Umost for His Highest • I Oh Lord, You're Beautiful • People Need the Lord • Pray • Say the Name • Signs of Life • Speechless • Stand • Stead On • Via Dolorosa • The Warrior Is a Child • What Matters Most • Would I Know You • and more.

LOVE SONGS
Lyrics to 200 of the most romantic songs of all time, including: All My Loving • Always In My Heart (Siempre En Mi Corazon) • And I Love Her • Anniversary Song • Beautiful in My Eyes • Call Me Irresponsible • Can You Feel the Love Tonight • Check to Cheek • (They Long To Be)

EARLY ROCK 'N' ROLL
Lyrics to 200 super songs that started the rock revolution, including: All I Have To Do Is Dream • All Shook Up • At the Hop • Baby Love • Barbara Ann • Be-Bop-A-Lula • Big Girls Don’t Cry • Blue Suede Shoes • Don’t Be Cruel (To a Heart That's True) • Earth Angel • Fun, Fun, Fun • Grandma Got Run over by a Reindeer • Graceland • Hound Dog • I Just Called to Say I Love You • I'll Be There • I've Got My Love to Keep Me Warm • Just the Way You Are • Longer • L.O.V.E • Love Will Keep Us Together • Misty • She • Speak Softly, Love (Love Theme) • The Time I Get to Phoenix • Time After Time

POPM/Rock Ballads
Lyrics to 200 top tunes, including: Adia • And So It Goes • Baby What a Big Surprise • Ben • Breathe • Change the World • Fire and Rain • From a Distance • Georgia on My Mind • Hero • I Hope You Dance • Imagine • In the Air Tonight • Iris • Just My Imagination (Running Away with Me) • Killing Me Softly with His Song • Rainy Days and Mondays • Sailin' • She's Always a Woman • Sing Tears in Heaven • There You'll Be • Time After Time

COUNTRY
A great resource for lyrics to 200 of the best country songs of all time, including: Act Naturally • All My Ex’s Live in Texas • All the Gold in California • Always on My Mind • Amazed • Breathe • By the Time I Get to Phoenix • Could I Have This Dance • Crazy • Elvira • Folsom Prison Blues • Friends in Low Places • The Gambler • Grandpa (Tell Me Bout the Good Old Days) • Harper Valley P.T.A. • He Thinks He’ll Keep Her • Hey, Good Lookin’ • I Fall to Pieces • Okie from Muskogee • Ring of Fire • Rocky Top • Sixteen Tons • Stand By Me • There’s a Tear in My Beer • Walkin’ After Midnight • When You Say Nothing at All • Where the Stars and Stripes and the Eagle Fly • Where Were You (When the World Stopped Turning) • Who Will Buy? • Wishing You Were Somehow Here Again • Younger Than Springtime • and more.

CHRISTMAS
Lyrics to 200 of the most romantic songs of all time, including: All My Loving • Always In My Heart (Siempre En Mi Corazon) • And I Love Her • Anniversary Song • Beautiful in My Eyes • Call Me Irresponsible • Can You Feel the Love Tonight • Check to Cheek • (They Long To Be)

LOVE SONGS
Lyrics to 200 of the most romantic songs of all time, including: All My Loving • Always In My Heart (Siempre En Mi Corazon) • And I Love Her • Anniversary Song • Beautiful in My Eyes • Call Me Irresponsible • Can You Feel the Love Tonight • Check to Cheek • (They Long To Be)

EARLY ROCK 'N' ROLL
Lyrics to 200 super songs that started the rock revolution, including: All I Have To Do Is Dream • All Shook Up • At the Hop • Baby Love • Barbara Ann • Be-Bop-A-Lula • Big Girls Don’t Cry • Blue Suede Shoes • Don’t Be Cruel (To a Heart That's True) • Earth Angel • Fun, Fun, Fun • Grandma Got Run over by a Reindeer • Graceland • Hound Dog • I Just Called to Say I Love You • I'll Be There • I've Got My Love to Keep Me Warm • Just the Way You Are • Longer • L.O.V.E • Love Will Keep Us Together • Misty • She • Speak Softly, Love (Love Theme) • The Time I Get to Phoenix • Time After Time

POPM/Rock Ballads
Lyrics to 200 top tunes, including: Adia • And So It Goes • Baby What a Big Surprise • Ben • Breathe • Change the World • Fire and Rain • From a Distance • Georgia on My Mind • Hero • I Hope You Dance • Imagine • In the Air Tonight • Iris • Just My Imagination (Running Away with Me) • Killing Me Softly with His Song • Rainy Days and Mondays • Sailin’ • She’s Always a Woman • Sing Tears in Heaven • There You’ll Be • Time After Time

COUNTRY
A great resource for lyrics to 200 of the best country songs of all time, including: Act Naturally • All My Ex’s Live in Texas • All the Gold in California • Always on My Mind • Amazed • Breathe • By the Time I Get to Phoenix • Could I Have This Dance • Crazy • Elvira • Folsom Prison Blues • Friends in Low Places • The Gambler • Grandpa (Tell Me Bout the Good Old Days) • Harper Valley P.T.A. • He Thinks He’ll Keep Her • Hey, Good Lookin’ • I Fall to Pieces • Okie from Muskogee • Ring of Fire • Rocky Top • Sixteen Tons • Stand By Me • There’s a Tear in My Beer • Walkin’ After Midnight • When You Say Nothing at All • Where the Stars and Stripes and the Eagle Fly • Where Were You (When the World Stopped Turning) • Who Will Buy? • Wishing You Were Somehow Here Again • Younger Than Springtime • and more.
LYRIC COLLECTIONS

THE 1950s
Lyrics to over 200 songs from the era of the birth of rock and roll, including: All Shook Up • At the Hop • Blue Suede Shoes • Blueberry Hill • Donna • Fever • Jambalaya (On the Bayou) • Misty • Peggy Sue • Rock Around the Clock • Splish Splash • Unchained Melody • Walkin’ After Midnight • and more.

00240274 ...........................................$7.95

THE 1960s
Sing along with over 180 songs from the '60s, including: All You Need Is Love • Beyond the Sea • Blue Velvet • California Dreamin’ • Crying • Downtown • Hey Jude • It’s My Party • It’s Now or Never • Leaving on a Jet Plane • Louie, Louie • Moon River • Puff the Magic Dragon • Respect • Stand by Me • Stop! In the Name of Love • Suspicion • Twist and Shout • Yesterday • and more.

00240275 ...........................................$7.95

THE 1970s
181 favorites from the '70s: American Pie • American Woman • Dust in the Wind • Fire and Rain • I Am Woman • I Will Survive • Imagine • Let It Be • My Way • Reunited • Y.M.C.A. • You’re So Vain • Your Song • and more.

00240276 ...........................................$7.95

THE 1980s
Complete lyrics to over 145 of the '80s best, including: Against All Odds (Take a Look at Me Now) • Another One Bites the Dust • Call Me • Candle in the Wind • Crazy Little Thing Called Love • 867-5309/Jenny • Every Breath You Take • Fast Car • Footloose • Hurts So Good • Legs • Longer • Missing You • Owner of a Lonely Heart • Sailing • Time After Time • You Give Love a Bad Name • and more.

00240277 ...........................................$7.95

THE 1990s
Fit your favorite songs in your back pocket! This great collection has lyrics to 135 hits from the 1990s, including: Adia • Always • All I Wanna Do • ...Baby One More Time • Butterfly Kisses • Can You Feel the Love Tonight • Change the World • Closer to Free • Come to My Window • Fields of Gold • Iris • Loser • More Than Words • Mr. Jones • 1979 • Semi-Charmed Life • Smells like Teen Spirit • Smooth • Tears in Heaven • Walking in Memphis • You Oughta Know • and more.

00240278 ...........................................$7.95

THE 2000s
A compact collection of lyrics to 127 recent hits, including: Accidentally in Love • Always • Amazed • American Soldier • Are You Gonna Be My Girl • Beautiful • Behind These Hazel Eyes • Beverly Hills • Breathe (2 AM) • By the Way • Clocks • Complicated • Dance with My Father • Drops of Jupiter (Tell Me) • Get the Party Started • Hello Good • Hey Ya! • I Hope You Dance • Jenny from the Block • The Middle • Mr. Brightside • 1985 • 100 Years • The Real Slim Shady • Redneck Woman • She Bangs • So Yesterday • Stacy’s Mom • A Thousand Miles • Underneath It All • You Raise Me Up • and more.

00240279 ...........................................$7.95
101 SINGING TIPS
STUFF ALL THE PROS KNOW AND USE
Book/CD Pack
by Adam St. James
Ready to take your singing to the next level? This book presents valuable how-to insight that singers of all styles and levels can benefit from. Vocal exercises, breathing exercises, the singer’s health, preparation, technique, understanding music, singing harmony, microphones, career advice, and much more!  
______00740308 (80 pages, 9” x 12”)........$14.95
ISBN# 0-634-08608-1

BREAKING THROUGH
by Gloria Bennett
Hal Leonard
Author and voice teacher Gloria Bennett has taught Axl Rose of Guns N’Roses, Vince Neil of Motley Crüe, Exene Cervenka of X, Steve Wynn of Dream Syndicate, Dexter of Offspring, and Anthony Kiedis of the Red Hot Chili Peppers. Her comprehensive and practical book offers a clear explanation of the voice as an instrument, and proper vocal technique. Breaking Through provides for both the novice and professional vocalist a vital sourcebook for maintaining and enhancing the quality of the voice. 
______00330258 (120 pages, 8-1/2” x 11”) $14.95
ISBN# 0-7935-7238-4

CALLAS AT JUILLIARD
THE MASTER CLASSES
by John Ardoin
Amadeus Press
Please see the Biographies section for a complete description. 
______00331517 (306 pages, 7-1/2” x 10-3/8”) $19.95
ISBN# 1-57467-042-5

THE COMPLETE VOICE & SPEECH WORKOUT
Book/CD Pack
edited by Janet Rodgers
Applause Books
This valuable, first-of-its-kind resource contains 75 exercises for both solo and group work, contributed by some of the best professionals in the world. The Voice & Speech Workout comes with a training CD that will be especially helpful to the student or theatre professional working alone. Here master teachers run through each exercise in real time (leaving enough time for response). The exercises are divided into nine different areas: Getting to Know Your Voice; Stretching, Centering, Releasing, Aligning; Breathing and Supporting; Making Sound; Exploring Pitch; Projecting and Calling; Integrating Voice, Breath and Text; Exploring Character Voices and Dialects. 
______00314500 (174 pages, 8-1/4” x 10-3/4”) $32.95
ISBN# 1-55783-498-9

CONTEMPORARY SINGING TECHNIQUES
AN AUDIO METHOD WITH A REFERENCE TEXT
Book/CD Packs
by Bob Rose
Hal Leonard
Tried and proven by known industry professionals, Bob Rose’s method for men and women will show you how to vitally improve your singing performance in all styles of music. These book/CD packs include live singing sessions demonstrating specialized techniques, and warm-up exercises to stretch, align and build your vocal instrument. They are designed to aid you in releasing, directing and controlling your singing, eliminating your problems and replacing them with working solutions. 
(96 pages, 8-1/2” x 11”)
______00740262 Men’s Edition ..................$19.95
ISBN# 0-634-06720-6
______00740263 Women’s Edition ..............$19.95
ISBN# 0-634-06721-4

FIND YOUR VOICE
A SELF-HELP MANUAL FOR SINGERS
by Jo Thompson
Artemis Editions
Just for fun or as a career choice, singing well is now more valued than ever, with the advent of pop star reality TV and the rise of karaoke’s popularity. Coach Jo Thompson has decades of experience, teaching everyone from novices to celebs how to sing. Her innovative new book is a comprehensive, yet user-friendly manual, providing practical advice and step-by-step instruction for must-know techniques. 
______00740267 (192 pages, 6” x 9”) $14.95
ISBN# 0-634-07435-0

THE CONTEMPORARY SINGER
Book/CD Pack
by Anne Peckham
Berklee Press
This comprehensive guide covers all the essentials, including: an overview of the singing process, treating voice as an instrument, tips for getting started and overcoming stage fright, proper posture and breathing, tone, discovering resonance, belting, diction, maintaining vocal health, mic techniques, and exercises for all voice ranges and types on the accompanying CD. Includes lead sheets for such standard vocal repertoire pieces as: Yesterday • I’m Beginning to See the Light • and I Heard it Through the Grapevine. 
______50449438 (176 pages, 9” x 12”) $24.95
ISBN# 0-634-00797-1

CONTEMPORARY SINGING TECHNIQUES
Book/CD Pack
by Bob Rose
Hal Leonard
Tried and proven by known industry professionals, Bob Rose’s method for men and women will show you how to vitally improve your singing performance in all styles of music. These book/CD packs include live singing sessions demonstrating specialized techniques, and warm-up exercises to stretch, align and build your vocal instrument. They are designed to aid you in releasing, directing and controlling your singing, eliminating your problems and replacing them with working solutions. 
(96 pages, 8-1/2” x 11”)
______00740262 Men’s Edition ..................$19.95
ISBN# 0-634-06720-6
______00740263 Women’s Edition ..............$19.95
ISBN# 0-634-06721-4

THE COMPLETE
VOICE & SPEECH
WORKOUT
Book/CD Pack
edited by Janet Rodgers
Applause Books
This valuable, first-of-its-kind resource contains 75 exercises for both solo and group work, contributed by some of the best professionals in the world. The Voice & Speech Workout comes with a training CD that will be especially helpful to the student or theatre professional working alone. Here master teachers run through each exercise in real time (leaving enough time for response). The exercises are divided into nine different areas: Getting to Know Your Voice; Stretching, Centering, Releasing, Aligning; Breathing and Supporting; Making Sound; Exploring Pitch; Projecting and Calling; Integrating Voice, Breath and Text; Exploring Character Voices and Dialects. 
______00314500 (174 pages, 8-1/4” x 10-3/4”) $32.95
ISBN# 1-55783-498-9

FIND YOUR VOICE
A SELF-HELP MANUAL FOR SINGERS
by Jo Thompson
Artemis Editions
Just for fun or as a career choice, singing well is now more valued than ever, with the advent of pop star reality TV and the rise of karaoke’s popularity. Coach Jo Thompson has decades of experience, teaching everyone from novices to celebs how to sing. Her innovative new book is a comprehensive, yet user-friendly manual, providing practical advice and step-by-step instruction for must-know techniques. 
______00740267 (192 pages, 6” x 9”) $14.95
ISBN# 0-634-07435-0
THE FOUR VOICES OF MAN
by Jerome Hines
Limelight Editions

Distinguished Metropolitan Opera basso Jerome Hines provides a wealth of information and advice for all those who have embarked on or plan to embark upon a serious singing career. From basic information on how the head and body combine to produce vocal sound, he goes on to analyze the “four voices” encompassed by the singer’s one voice, always explaining how through proper technique and training the voice can achieve its ultimate in power, grace and beauty. The book also guides the singer through the labyrinth of choosing the right technique and training the voice can achieve its ultimate in

---

SINGING

---

MUSSICIAN'S GUIDE TO RECORDING VOCALS
by Dallan Beck
Musicians Institute Press

Please see the Recording Equipment & Techniques section for a complete description.

---

A PERFORMER PREPARES
by David Craig
Applause Books

A Performer Prepares is a 13-part master class on how to perform on any stage from bleak rehearsal room to the Palace Theatre. The class covers the basic Broadway song numbers, from show ballad to showstopper. With precise, logical steps and dynamic and entertaining dialogues between himself and his students, David Craig takes anyone with the desire to shine from an audition to final curtain call.

---

THE PRIVATE VOICE STUDIO HANDBOOK
by Joan Frey Boytim
Hal Leonard

The Private Voice Studio Handbook addresses topics such as: starting a private voice studio, solving problems of equipment and space, recruiting and accepting students, ideas for the first lesson with a new student, studio policies and guidelines, teaching music reading, syllable drills and vocalises, lesson plans for voice lessons, recommended practice procedures for students, choosing repertoire suitable to students’ abilities, finding appropriate sacred solos, accounting and record-keeping, tax advice for the private studio teacher, teaching voice to children, teaching voice to adults, planning studio recitals, specific teaching suggestions, and more!

---

THE PROFESSIONAL SINGER'S HANDBOOK
by Gloria Rusch
Hal Leonard

This book realistically prepares a singer for life in the world of professional music. Author Gloria Rusch gives candid advice on topics including: getting started, finding a vocal coach, defining one’s voice, learning correct breathing, conquering stage fright, microphone techniques, connecting with an audience, common vocal ailments, recording studio pointers, finding a band, landing a record deal, and much more. The book includes extensive interviews with Kevin Edmonds of the group After 7, stage and television producer Ken Krages, Janis Siegel of Manhattan Transfer, multi-platinum songwriter Andy Goldmark, and other knowledgeable session singers, sound engineers, and arrangers.

---
SINGING

THE PROFESSIONAL STUDIO VOCALIST

by Claytoven Richardson

Thomson Course Technology

Based on the workshop award-winning singer Claytoven Richardson teaches at San Francisco State University, this book tackles on-the-job issues singers face while trying to make a career out of singing – recording studio fundamentals, professionalism, union basics, vocal techniques for both lead and background studio singing, choosing mics, proper headphone use, and much more.

ISBN# 0-7935-8191-5

THE ROCK-N-ROLL SINGER’S SURVIVAL MANUAL

by Mark Baxter

Hal Leonard

This book is perfect for the aspiring rock singer who needs improvement, but cannot or will not take lessons. It is a thorough, yet easy-to-understand presentation of the basic elements of singing, including vocal production, training, breathing, posture and diet. Written in a down-to-earth style, the author addresses such relevant topics as overcoming nervousness, dealing with emotions, and the true consequences of coffee, alcohol and smoking. Includes useful illustrations and diagrams.

ISBN# 0-7935-0286-1

SIGHTSING

THE COMPLETE METHOD FOR SINGERS

by Mike Campbell

Essential Concepts

Musicians Institute Press

This book designed from core curriculum programs at the famous Musicians Institute in Los Angeles is a comprehensive source of sightsinging fundamentals. It covers major and minor scales, modes, the blues, arpeggios, chromaticism, rhythm and counting, and includes professional lead sheets and over 300 examples and exercises.

ISBN# 0-87639-057-2

SING LIKE THE STARS!

A 10-STEP SINGING SYSTEM

Book/CD Pack

by Roger Love

Pocket Books/MTV Books

Let America’s #1 vocal coach transform your singing voice with the 10-step approach that makes vocal mastery fun, entertaining and rewarding! Roger Love will show you how to: master the art of breathing; conquer stage fright; sing hit songs with his unique program, Lovenotes; and put the whole package together – your sound, your look, and your moves. Includes a bonus warm-up CD with over 20 helpful exercises.

ISBN# 0-7434-8499-1

TEACH YOURSELF TO READ MUSIC

A GUIDE FOR POP, ROCK, BLUES AND JAZZ SINGERS

Book/CD Pack

by Jeffrey Deitsch

Houston Publishing

Covers everything any singer needs to know to read music! Includes examples, exercises, songs, answers and an assignment for each chapter. This book starts slowly with the basics and adds more complicated elements one by one. It uses visual images to help you hear in your head what you see on the page. Unlike most other sight singing books, it is specially geared to the singer of pop music. Once you learn the system, you can sight sing in any given key. The accompanying CD will help you to mirror your efforts.

ISBN# 0-7935-9421-9

SINGING JAZZ

THE SINGERS AND THEIR STYLES

by Bruce Grovether and Mike Pinfold

Backbeat Books

This book explores the lives, words and music of vocalists past and present to portray the diverse and stimulating world of the jazz singer. Includes illuminating profiles of legendary artists, including Billie Holiday, Ella Fitzgerald, Sarah Vaughan, Carmen McRae, Louis Armstrong and many more; insights from contemporary masters about the ups and downs of jazz singing today; an A-Z reference section of capsule biographies and essential recording for over 200 singers; a photo section; and lots more.

ISBN# 0-8793-0519-3

THE ULTIMATE PRACTICE GUIDE FOR VOCALISTS

BERKLEE WORKSHOP SERIES

with Donna McIntyre

Berklee Press

Please see the Hal Leonard DVD Catalog for a complete description.

ISBN# 0-87639-035-1

TIPBOOK – VOCALS

by Hugo Pinksterboer

The Tipbook Company

Please see the Tipbook Series feature for a complete description.

ISBN# 90-76192-38-3
SINGING

VOCAL TECHNIQUE
DEVELOPING YOUR VOICE FOR PERFORMANCE
featuring Anne Peckham
Berklee Workshop
Berklee Press
Please see the Hal Leonard DVD Catalog for a complete description.

______50448038 DVD ..................................$19.95
ISBN# 0-87639-026-2

VOCAL TECHNIQUE
A GUIDE TO FINDING YOUR REAL VOICE
Book/CD Pack
by Dena Murray
Essential Concepts
Musicians Institute Press
Stop straining to hit those high notes! Unlock your true potential and start singing easily and effortlessly with this book/2-CD pack by Musicians Institute vocal instructor Dena Murray. She teaches how to: breathe naturally; improve your speaking voice; stop holding, pushing and squeezing; develop your natural three-octave range; place your chest and head voices; and bridge the registers to sound like one voice. Includes two CDs with demonstrations, guided exercises, and plenty of practice tracks.

______00695427 (48 pages, 9'' x 12'')........$22.95
ISBN# 0-634-01319-X

VOCAL WORKOUTS FOR THE CONTEMPORARY SINGER
Book/CD Pack
by Anne Peckham
Berklee Press
The vocal workouts in this much-anticipated follow-up to Peckham’s bestselling The Contemporary Singer are based on Berklee College of Music’s highly effective vocal method. This volume will help vocalists develop the voice through good vocal health, warm-up exercises, advanced techniques, stage performance advice and more. Includes a companion CD for ultimate interactive education!

______50448044 (118 pages, 8-1/2'' x 11'')...$24.95
ISBN# 0-87639-047-5

VOICE ACTOR’S GUIDE TO HOME RECORDING
Book/CD Pack
by Harlan Hogan and Jeffrey Fisher
ArtistPro
If you’ve ever wanted to work in the field of voice over acting, providing your vocal skills for commercials and jingles, you know how stiff the competition is! Today’s successful voice actors are also skilled at audio production, so they can offer a full range of services to their VO clients, in addition to being self-sufficient in producing their own audition recordings and audio promotional materials. Veteran MixBooks author Jeffrey Fisher, along with voice actor Harlan Hogan, bring you their expert advice on making excellent sounding voice acting recordings that will have you making money in this exciting field in no time!

______00331198 (180 pages, 8-1/2' x 11'')...$24.95
ISBN# 1-931140-43-X
Also Available:

- **00331230** Hardcover (368 pages, 7" x 9") $79.95
- **00330798** Hardcover $49.95
- **00330268** Softcover $29.95
- **00330800** Hardcover $79.95
- **00330563** Hardcover $49.95
- **00330472** Hardcover $49.95
- **00330233** Softcover $29.95
- **00331330** Hardcover (208 pages, 6" x 9") $44.95
**REFERENCE**

### BUBBLING UNDER THE BILLBOARD HOT 100: 1959-2004
**Joel Whitburn**
*Record Research*

Updated from the 1998 edition, this edition covers the history of three Billboard music charts: Bubbling Under the Hot 100, “Bubbling Under the Top Pop Albums” and “Best Selling Pop EPs.” Includes an artist-by-artist listing of over 6,000 singles that hit the “Bubbling Under the Hot 100” chart but did not advance to the “Hot 100,” with complete chart data, B-sides of all singles, and artist and record notes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISBN#</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0-89820-162-4</td>
<td>Bubbling Under the Top Pop Albums 1900-2000</td>
<td>Hardcover</td>
<td>352</td>
<td>$39.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### HIT SINGLES
**Top 20 Charts from 1954 to the Present Day**

This entertaining book presents the U.S. and U.K. Top 20 charts side by side, month by month – showing how rock and pop developed on each side of the Atlantic. Alongside every song listing, readers will find important facts such as the artist’s name and nationality, current and previous month’s chart position, record label, weeks on the chart, and simultaneous position on the other side of the pond. Includes an alphabetical listing of song titles with artists, and an alphabetical listing of artists with song titles and chart info. Plus chart entry dates, enabling easy cross-referencing to help you track down any Top 20 record since 1954.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISBN#</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0-89820-158-6</td>
<td>#1 Album Pix: A Photo Guide to Every #1 Pop, R&amp;B and Country Album</td>
<td>Hardcover</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### CHRISTMAS IN THE CHARTS
**1920-2004**

*Record Research Inc.*

The first documented history of every charted Christmas single and album of the past 85 years. Includes all the trimmings on every chart entry for every Christmas hit from familiar names like Bing Crosby, Nat King Cole, Elvis Presley, The Temptations, Garth Brooks, Glenn Miller, and much more arranged by artist and complete with full chart data. Also features special sections listing A-Z singles titles, A-Z album tracks, and a special 24-page photo section with 286 photos of the rarest and most colorful Christmas picture sleeves, album covers, and more.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISBN#</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0-89820-157-8</td>
<td>#1 Pop Pix, 1953-2003</td>
<td>Hardcover</td>
<td>416</td>
<td>$60.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### POP ANNUAL
**1955-1999**

*Record Research Inc.*

This one-of-a-kind pictorial celebration of America’s favorite albums is the most colorful, exciting and detailed chronological look ever at every one of the over 1,600 #1 albums of the past 59 years. Three big sections show you every Billboard #1 Pop, R&B and Country album – year by year, album by album, cover by full-color cover!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISBN#</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0-89820-154-1</td>
<td>#1 Pop, R&amp;B and Country Album: 1955-1999</td>
<td>Hardcover</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>$79.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### POP HITS – 1940-1954

*Record Research Inc.*

Billboard’s pop singles charts are featured with complete chart data in an artist-by-artist listing and a year-by-year ranking by peak position. Also included are photos of the era’s top 106 artists, prices of each record, yearly Time Capsules of events, yearly top new artists debuts, an A to Z song title section, a chronological listing of all #1 hits and top artist and record achievements dating back to 1940.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISBN#</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0-89820-141-1</td>
<td>#1 Hit Singles: 1940-1954</td>
<td>Hardcover</td>
<td>416</td>
<td>$60.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### POP MEMORIES
**1890-1954**

*Record Research Inc.*

The first documented history of the music America listened to from the Gay Nineties to the Rockin’ Fifties, taken from a variety of popular music charts.Artist Selection lists each artist’s charted recordings in chronological order, with each recording’s highest charted position, date first charted, total weeks charted, original label and number, total weeks in the #1 or #2 position, and much more.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISBN#</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0-89820-081-0</td>
<td>Pop Memories: 1890-1954</td>
<td>Hardcover</td>
<td>660</td>
<td>$59.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ROCK TRACKS 1981-2002
by Joel Whitburn
Record Research
Billboard’s two greatest rock charts are covered individually in one book. From Creed to The Cure, Pearl Jam to Puddle of Mudd, Incubus to INXS, Linkin Park to Love and Rockets, Scorpions to Staind, Rock Tracks is an artist-by-artist account of every hit that landed on Billboard’s “Mainstream Rock Tracks” and “Modern Rock Tracks” chart over the past 22 years. Complete chart data includes peak position, chart debut date, and total weeks on the charts plus each track’s corresponding album, album label and number, and artist biographies. Special sections include a comprehensive track index, an index of classic rock tracks from 1964-1980, yearly rankings, all-time rankings, chronological listing of all #1 rock tracks, and much more!

TOP ADULT CONTEMPORARY 1961-2001
by Joel Whitburn
Record Research
Joel Whitburn’s Top Adult Contemporary 1961-2001 is an artist-by-artist listing of the nearly 8,000 songs and over 1,900 artists that appeared on Billboard’s “Easy Listening” and “Hot Adult Contemporary” singles charts from July 17, 1961 through December 29, 2001. Includes each song’s essential chart data: peak chart position • chart debut date • total weeks charted • original label & number • total weeks at #1 or #2 • and biographical information for nearly every artist. This is a massive update of the previous edition, with dozens of new artists continuing a genre of music that never goes out of style. Bigger, better and more fact-packed than ever!

TOP COUNTRY SONGS 1944-2005
Billboard Presents
Joel Whitburn’s Record Research
In this comprehensive artist-by-artist listing, you’ll find the more than 2,500 artists and 17,800 songs that debuted on Billboard’s Country Singles charts from 1944-2005. Not only does it cover the complete chart careers of legendary country greats such as Johnny Cash, Tammy Wynette, Merle Haggard, Alan Jackson, and Reba McEntire, it also introduces fresh country voices like Gretchen Wilson, Bobby Pinson, Keith Anderson and others. This unique country compilation is a priceless gold mine of stats and facts, all presented in a handy, easy-to-use format!

S S O N G S A N D A R T I S T S , 2 0 0 7
THE ESSENTIAL MUSIC GUIDE FOR YOUR IPOD AND OTHER PORTABLE MUSIC PLAYERS
edited by Joel Whitburn
Record Research
This book is the perfect companion handbook for an iPod or other portable MP3 player. It lists over 15,000 significant songs and essential hits of the past half-century, from 1955 to the present. It is the only guide that gives the biggest hits in all genres all shown in an easy-to-use A-Z artist listing. There’s also a convenient A-Z song title cross-reference section and an A-to-Z Title Section listing all Top 1000 hits of the past 50 years! Each and every hit of the rock era is shown in this beautiful book in full color with complete Billboard chart data. Each entry includes, in color, the original 45 RPM picture sleeve, cassette single box, CD single insert, sheet music, or full-page Billboard ad along with overall Top 1000 rank, peak position, weeks at peak position, and the year it charted. The book also includes: an Artist Section listing all Top 1000 titles by the artist’s name; an A-to-Z Title Section listing all Top 1000 titles in alphabetical order; a Yearly Section listing the Top 40 hits, year by year from 1955-2005. An intriguing, one-of-a-kind book!

ROCK ERA 1955-2005
Joel Whitburn Presents
Record Research
A colorful pictorial look at the top 1000 hits of the past 50 years! Each and every hit of the rock era is shown in this beautiful book in full color with complete Billboard chart data. Each entry includes, in color, the original 45 RPM picture sleeve, cassette single box, CD single insert, sheet music, or full-page Billboard ad along with overall Top 1000 rank, peak position, weeks at peak position, and the year it charted. The book also includes: an Artist Section listing all Top 1000 titles by the artist’s name; an A-to-Z Title Section listing all Top 1000 titles in alphabetical order; a Yearly Section listing the Top 40 hits, year by year from 1955-2005. An intriguing, one-of-a-kind book!
From vinyl 45s to CD singles to album tracks, here – and only here – are the more than 25,000 titles and styles. All the chart hits are here with complete in-depth chart data, essential artist information and much, much more! Arranged by artist, this authorized *Billboard* chart book includes everything from the the early R&B bands, doo-wop groups, sweet soul singers, sexy divas and the hottest hip-hop stars of today. Each listing has a bio summary and then shows peak chart position, chart debut date, total weeks charted for every song that cracked the charts. Over 4,400 artists and nearly 20,000 song titles.

**TOP R&B ALBUMS 1965-1998**
by Joel Whitburn
Record Research

Never before has the history of the R&B album been spelled out in such exacting, intriguing detail! Joel Whitburn's *Top R&B Albums 1965-1998* is an artist-by-artist listing of each of the 2,177 artists and 6,940 albums to appear on *Billboard*’s "Top R&B Albums" chart, from its first appearance on January 30, 1965 through December 26, 1998. Here, for the first time in one book, you’ll find the complete album chart histories of R&B’s legendary performers, the charted album achievements of R&B favorites, and the album chart rise of stellar R&B newcomers. Brimming with chart facts and feats, *Top R&B Albums 1965-1998* includes the complete listings of all tracks from every Top 10 R&B album, plus artist bio, photos, rankings, and so much more.

**LISTENING GUIDES**

**AFRO-CUBAN JAZZ**
*Third Ear – The Essential Listening Companion*
by Scott Yanow
Backbeat Books

This book includes reviews, essays, bios, and more for new listeners and veteran collectors focuses of this infectious music. Artists include such early figures as Tito Puente, Cal Tjader, Willie Bobo and Machito, and today’s leading artists – Poncho Sanchez, Gonzalo Rubalcaba, Chucho Valdes, Paquito D’Rivera, Arturo Sandoval, Danilo Perez, Gato Barbieri, and many more.

**ALL MUSIC GUIDE – FOURTH EDITION**

**THE EXPERT’S GUIDE TO THE BEST RECORDINGS**
edited by Vladimir Bogdanov, Chris Woodstra, and Stephen Thomas Erlewine
Backbeat Books

From folk to avant-garde to world music, this fun-to-browse book guides readers easily to more than 20,000 great recordings by over 4,000 artists. Arranged by genre, each section provides informed essays on how the music evolved and its various styles, intriguing artist biographies, and insightful reviews and ratings of the top recordings. The lives and work of major artists are described in depth. Easy-to-read “music maps” chart the development of each genre, its key players, and their influences. Now in its fourth edition, this authoritative reference highlights “essential collection” albums as well as “first purchase” recordings to help listeners buy CDs.
ALL MUSIC GUIDE TO COUNTRY – 2ND EDITION
The Definitive Guide to Country Music
Backbeat Books

ALL MUSIC GUIDE TO ELECTRONICA
The Definitive Guide to Electronic Music
Backbeat Books

ALL MUSIC GUIDE TO HIP-HOP
The Definitive Guide to Rap & Hip-Hop
Backbeat Books

ALL MUSIC GUIDE TO JAZZ – 4TH EDITION
The Definitive Guide to Jazz
Backbeat Books

ALL MUSIC GUIDE TO ROCK – 3RD EDITION
The Definitive Guide to Rock, Pop and Soul
edited by Vladimir Bogdanov, Chris Woodstra and Stephen Thomas Erlewine
Backbeat Books

BEYOND HAVA NAGILA
A Symphony of Hasidic Music in 3 Movements
Book/CD Pack
Velvet Pasternak
Tara Publications

BEYOND HAVA NAGILA:
A SYMPHONY OF HASIDIC MUSIC
IN 3 MOVEMENTS
Book/CD Pack
by Velvet Pasternak
Tara Publications

BEBOP
Third Ear – The Essential Listening Companion
by Scott Yanow
Backbeat Books

ROCK, POP AND SOUL
THE DEFINITIVE GUIDE TO
ROCK – 3RD EDITION
ALL MUSIC GUIDE TO
Backbeat Books

JAZZ
THE DEFINITIVE GUIDE TO
JAZZ – 4TH EDITION
ALL MUSIC GUIDE TO
Backbeat Books

RAP & HIP-HOP
THE DEFINITIVE GUIDE TO
HIP-HOP
ALL MUSIC GUIDE TO
Backbeat Books

COUNTRY – 2ND EDITION
THE DEFINITIVE GUIDE TO
COUNTRY MUSIC
Backbeat Books

SOUl
THE DEFINITIVE GUIDE TO
R&B and Soul
edited by Vladimir Bogdanov, Chris Woodstra and Stephen Thomas Erlewine
Backbeat Books

ALTERNATIVE ROCK
Third Ear – The Essential Listening Companion
by Dave Thompson
Backbeat Books

CELTIC MUSIC
Third Ear – The Essential Listening Companion
edited by Kenny Mathieson
Backbeat Books

THEIR LIVES AND THEIR MUSIC
A LISTENER’S GUIDE
BENJAMIN BRITTEN:
SAMUEL BARBER &
THIRD EAR – THE ESSENTIAL
LISTENING COMPANION
HARRY BARTER

A SYMPHONY OF HASIDIC MUSIC
HAVA NAGILA BEYOND
by Velvel Pasternak
Book/CD Pack

This comprehensive guidebook features both traditional and genre-stretching music, from Irish piper Johnny Doran to the rock-influenced group Clannad, plus long-time favorites like the Chieftains. It also explores unique instrumentation, including drums, fiddles, guitars, harps, mandolins, pipes, squeezeboxes, and whistles. It includes reviews and ratings of key recordings.

The second title in the Amadeus Press Parallel Lives series, this volume examines the lives and work of two giants of 20th century music. Both composers influenced countless others, and their works are performed often in today’s concert and opera houses. Felsenfeld gives us a penetrating look into the lives of these two extraordinary men, helping us get to know them and therefore better understand their music. In clear, concise language he examines their major works, helping us to understand their genius and power, which is illustrated by the accompanying full-length CD. The author points out parallel developments in Britten and Barber’s lives and careers. The accompanying full-length CD from Naxos Records includes six complete pieces.

The title of this book is "A Listener's Guide." It is a comprehensive guide to understanding the lives and work of two giants of 20th century music: Benjamin Britten and Samuel Barber. The book provides a penetrating look into the lives of these two extraordinary men, helping the reader to understand their genius and power. It includes reviews and ratings of key recordings, as well as an accompanying full-length CD from Naxos Records that includes six complete pieces.
composer's music on the Naxos label. pianist Idil Biret, from her complete survey of the movement from his Piano Sonata No. 2) performed by containing 15 complete compositions (and one full astonishing career. The book is accompanied by a CD he displayed throughout his tragically short, examined in detail, as are the originality and boldness of his native Poland for the resources of the piano are keyboard. The composer's metabolic adaptation of the life and oeuvre of the sovereign master of the Master of the Piano takes a detailed tour through classic jazz, and 40 black-and-white photos. ---00330858 (298 pages, 7-3/8" x 9-3/8") ..............$22.95 ISBN# 0-87930-659-9

CHOPIN – A LISTENER'S GUIDE TO THE MASTER OF THE PIANO
Includes Music CD Unlocking the Masters Series by Victor Lederer Amadeus Press Chopins – A Listener's Guide to the Master of the Piano takes a detailed tour through the life and oeuvre of the sovereign master of the keyboard. The composer's metabolic adaptation of the melodic structures of Italian opera and the folk music of his native Poland for the resources of the piano are examined in detail, as are the originality and boldness he displayed throughout his tragically short, astonishing career. The book is accompanied by a CD containing 15 complete compositions (and one full movement from his Piano Sonata No. 2) performed by pianist Idil Biret, from her complete survey of the composer's music on the Naxos label. ---00331699 (146 pages, 6" x 9") ............$22.95 ISBN# 1-57467-148-0

CLASSICAL MUSIC
THIRD EYE – THE ESSENTIAL LISTENING COMPANION edited by Alexander Morin Backbeat Books This well-balanced guide to historical and contemporary classical music examines works by 500 composers from America, Britain, Germany, Italy, France, and other countries. It focuses on exemplary recordings of symphonies, operas, concertos, choral pieces, chamber music, piano pieces, and other works performed by an international spectrum of premier conductors and performers. Inclusive, often anecdotal critiques define the distinctive style and interpretation of selected works and recordings. Composers include Bach, Beethoven, Bernstein, Brahms, Chopin, Copland, Czerny, Debussy, Gershwin, Gilbert & Sullivan, Handel, Haydn, Mozart, Prokofiev, Schubert, Tchaikovsky, Wagner, and hundreds more. ---00330771 (1200 pages, 7-3/8" x 9-1/4") .............$29.95 ISBN# 0-87930-638-6

DVORAK
ROMANTIC MUSIC'S MOST VERSATILE GENIUS Book/2-CD Pack Unlocking the Masters Series by David Hurwitz Amadeus Press Antonin Dvorak is one of the few composers whose works entered the international mainstream during his own lifetime. The pieces that historically define his international reputation, however, represent only a small fraction of what he actually composed. This book/2-CD pack invites readers to celebrate his extraordinary achievement and experience the pleasure of getting to know more than 90 of his most important works. The two full-length CDs from Supraphon Records include 22 works. ---00331662 (250 pages, 6" x 9") ............$27.95 ISBN# 1-57467-107-3

EXPLODING HAYDN
A LISTENER'S GUIDE TO MUSIC'S BOLDEST INNOVATOR Book/2 CDs Pack Unlocking the Masters Series by David Hurwitz Amadeus Press In this book, David Hurwitz acquaints readers with Haydn's innovative melodic creativity, his revolutionary use of musical form, and important characteristics of his personal style, including his genius for writing in minor keys and creating comedy in his music. In addition to Haydn's principal instrumental works, Hurwitz explores Haydn's vocal music and instrumental masterpieces that fall outside the mainstream. Four appendices list all of his symphonies, string quartets, piano sonatas, and piano trios. Two Universal Records CDs provide over two and a half hours of music keyed to pieces described in the book. ---00331671 (256 pages, 6" x 9") .............$27.95 ISBN# 1-57467-116-2

FUNK
THIRD EYE – THE ESSENTIAL LISTENING COMPANION by Dave Thompson Backbeat Books This addition to the Third Ear – The Essential Listening Companion series traces funk from its James Brown roots through today's groove with groups like the Red Hot Chili Peppers, folks who “got on the good foot.” Alongside detailed artist biographies and discographies, this guide reviews and rates recordings that illustrate each band's sound and musical impact. Artists include George Clinton, Sly and the Family Stone, Curtis Mayfield, The Meters, Parliament Funkadelic, War, and more. ---00330736 (400 pages, 7-3/8" x 9-1/4") .............$24.95 ISBN# 0-87930-629-7
JAMBANDS
THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO THE PLAYERS, MUSIC & SCENE
Book/CD Pack
by Dean Budnick
Backbeat Books
This book takes an in-depth look at the bands and fans of this lively, diverse musical and cultural phenomenon. Offering essays, commentaries, and discographies of more than 170 groups—from Phish, Allman Brothers, Donna the Buffalo, and Widespread Panic to Peach Melba, Ten Ton Chicken, and Moon Boot Lover—this fun-filled guide will enhance your appreciation of your favorites while introducing dozens of other notable bands in this ever-expanding universe of sound. You also get a free CD of exclusive live tracks from moe., the Disco Biscuits, Keller Williams, the Motet, Reid Genauer & the Assembly of Dust, and Jazz Mandolin Project!

MAHLER'S SIXTH SYMPHONY—A STUDY
by Norman Del Mar Schott
There are many who believe that the enigmatic Sixth Symphony reveals Mahler’s humanity more fully than any of his other compositions. Yet at the same time it is an unyielding, granite-like work of immense proportions. It took Mahler two summers to compose, but over thirty years passed before the Symphony was first heard in England, and over forty years before its premiere in the United States. Norman Del Mar’s study certainly supports the claim that this work holds a crucial place in Mahler’s output, despite Strauss’s remark that Mahler was “a very great conductor,” it is the composition “of one of the greatest symphonists who ever lived.” A major part of this book is concerned with Mahler’s page-by-page revisions of the original version of the score, and Norman Del Mar’s brilliant analysis of these revisions provides invaluable insights for every student of Mahler (or of composition), and is fascinating to read for its revelations of the composer’s artistry in a thousand details.

THE MAHLER SYMPHONIES—AN OWNER'S MANUAL
by David Hurwitz
Unlocking the Masters Series
Amadeus Press
Mahler’s symphonies have become arguably the most popular works in the modern orchestral repertoire. This book is the first discussion of the ten completed symphonies (Nos. 1-9 plus “The Song of the Earth”) to offer music lovers and record collectors a comprehensive overview of the music itself, what it sounds like, how it is organized, its form, content, and meaning, as it strikes today’s listeners. The CD includes recordings from Haenssler Classic.

OPERA’S FIRST MASTERS
THE MUSICAL DRAMAS OF CLAUDIO MONTEVERDI
by Mark Ringer
Unlocking the Masters Series
Amadeus Press
Claudio Monteverdi (1567-1643) was the first great opera composer and is often hailed as the creator of modern music. His genius was often likened to that of Mozart, Wagner, and Verdi, but in many of the world’s opera houses his operas often receive an almost chilly respect, far removed from the nearly universal love aroused by those later masters. This book, the first layperson’s guide to Monteverdi, seeks to stimulate appreciation for his operas by examining them not as musical relics but as the vital theatrical experiences they are. Ringer places Monteverdi’s operatic works within the musical and theatrical framework of his era, offering a brief sketch of the composer’s early years and detailing the complex forces that led to the emergence of opera in late sixteenth-century Florence. Opera’s First Masters enables opera lovers to see and hear Monteverdi’s masterpieces anew, while opening new channels of inquiry into how Monteverdean opera “works” in the theater.

REGGAE & CARIBBEAN MUSIC
THIRD EAR—THE ESSENTIAL LISTENING COMPANION
by Dave Thompson
Backbeat Books
This unique book highlights the rich historical development of the music that has emerged from the Caribbean to gain worldwide appeal. It features in-depth historical essays, biographies and album reviews, plus 50 photos of artists and rare recordings. Engaging biographies portray the intriguing lives and careers of 150 leading performers, while insightful reviews describe and rate over 3,000 albums that exemplify their unique sound and musical impact. Featured artists include: Bob Marley and the Wailers, Ziggy Marley, Lord Kitchener, Arrow, Calypso Rose, Sir Lancelot, Third World, Wailing Souls, and dozens more.

REFERENCE
DMITRI SHOSTAKOVICH

ANNOTATED LIST OF WORKS AND PUBLICATIONS

Sikorski

This ultimate reference on the works of Dmitri Shostakovich presents a chronological list of works, annotated with commentary and citing available publications. There is also a systematic index of works, grouping like compositions by format (stage works, orchestral works, piano solo, etc.), an index of opus numbers, an alphabetical index of works, and an alphabetical index of key names of librettists, arrangers, translators, performers, conductors and others associated with the music of Shostakovich.

50485980 (226 pages, 8-3/4" x 8-1/4") $25.95
ISBN# 3-935196-60-1

SHOSTAKOVICH SYMPHONIES AND CONCERTOS

AN OWNER’S MANUAL
Unlocking the Masters Series, No. 9
Book/CD Pack
by David Hurwitz
Amadeus Press

The fall of the Soviet empire has not diminished the popularity of Dmitri Shostakovich’s great symphonies and concertos one bit, despite the fact that most literature on him neglects any substantive discussion of the music itself in favor of biographical speculation on the relationship between the composer and the political climate of the day. This is the first book to provide a detailed, descriptive analysis of the 21 symphonies and concertos, work by work, explaining not just why they are significant documents of their time and place, but why they are great music in general. This offers readers an understanding of why Shostakovich’s music enjoys the enduring support of performers and listeners alike, and how it fits into the great tradition of Western classical music generally.

00331692 (320 pages, 7-3/8" x 9-1/4") $22.95
ISBN# 0-87930-600-9

SWING

THIRD EYE – THE ESSENTIAL LISTENING COMPANION
by Scott Yanow
Backbeat Books

Features intriguing capsule biographies of 400 of the best musicians, from classic artists like Duke Ellington and Benny Goodman to retro swingers such as the Brian Setzer Orchestra and Lavay Smith and the Red Hot Skillet Lickers, with each artist’s most notable CDs reviewed and rated, plus info on film appearances, books, and hard-to-find recordings. Includes insightful essays that explore this music’s cultural impact, fun photos and swing memorabilia.

00330534 (320 pages, 7-3/8" x 9-1/4") $22.95
ISBN# 0-87930-600-9

UNCLOUDY DAYS

THE GOSPEL MUSIC ENCYCLOPEDIA
by Bill Carpenter
foreword by Edwin Hawkins
Backbeat Books

This comprehensive guide is a must-have for the multitude of fans of this best-selling genre of popular music. Uncanny Days is a treasure chest of substantial profiles on the influential names in gospel music history such as Thomas Dorsey, Mahalia Jackson, the Hawkins family, Clara Ward, James Cleveland, and the Winans. It also uncovers the history of one hit wonders and others who are not as familiar to gospel music fans. Everyone has a story to share and this book tells more than 500 of them, many based on personal interviews, including the trials and tribulations endured by so many gospel artists. The author offers entertaining and informative reviews that lead readers to the best recordings by their favorite artists and help them find new music to explore. A glossary of terms and numerous charts showing the best-selling gospel recordings and videos of all time round out this entertaining and indispensable resource for current fans and new converts alike.

00331296 (516 pages, 7-3/8" x 9-1/4") $24.95
ISBN# 0-87930-841-0

DECODING WAGNER

A BASIC GUIDE INTO HIS WORLD OF MUSIC DRAMA
Book/2-CD Pack
Unlocking the Masters Series
by Thomas May
Amadeus Press

Decoding Wagner presents a straightforward, fresh overview of what Wagner attempted to achieve with his “artwork of the future.” Lively discussions of his major works place them in the context of his life and consider the interplay of dramatic and musical elements with philosophical ideas which are so unique to Wagner. Two accompanying full-length CDs illustrate and trace his growth as a composer.

00331649 (224 pages, 6" x 9") $27.95
ISBN# 1-57467-097-2

STEVIE WONDER – A MUSICAL GUIDE TO THE CLASSIC ALBUMS
by Steve Lodder
Backbeat Books

Please see Biographies for complete description.

00331277 (224 pages, 8-1/2" x 11") $24.95
ISBN# 0-87930-821-4
SCORE & SOUND MASTERWORKS

Score & Sound Masterworks are convenient, compact and value-priced study score and CD packages perfect for classical music enthusiasts and students. Follow along with the score as you listen to some of the world’s great music. Discover which instruments are playing and in what combination, and admire the orchestration of a master composer. Publications in this series include an interesting article about the composition and history of the featured piece, a helpful reference addressing transpose instruments, and a glossary of musical terms used in the score. Besides having an eye-catching, easy-to-read spine for traditional bookshelf display, titles in the Score & Sound Masterworks series fit comfortably into CD bins.

BEETHOVEN – SYMPHONY NO. 5 IN C MINOR, OP. 67
Book/CD Pack
This Beethoven symphony may be the best-known classical music ever written. Its fascinating four-note motive has been widely debated, but this four-movement work is testament to the composer’s struggle and ultimate triumph over fate and adversity.

RACHMANINOFF – PIANO CONCERTO NO. 2 IN C MINOR
Book/CD Pack
A quintessential romantic work, this concerto serves up a host of memorable tunes balanced with plenty of spectacular pianism, making it one of the most popular piano concertos in the repertoire.

DICTIONARY OF MUSIC TERMS AND CHORDS
by Albert DeVito
Kenyon Publications
A compact and comprehensive dictionary which includes current terms related to the MIDI and computer boom of the music industry. Also includes an entire section on different chords with an explanation of their usage. Perfect for music students and all musicians.

MUSIC DICTIONARIES & HANDBOOKS

HAL LEONARD POCKET MUSIC THEORY
A comprehensive and convenient source for all musicians
by Keith Wyatt and Carl Schroeder
Hal Leonard
Following in the footsteps of the popular Hal Leonard Pocket Music Dictionary, this handy pocket-sized book is the most contemporary music theory book on the market! A step-by-step guide to harmony and theory for every musician, it includes thorough, yet easy-to-understand analysis of: intervals, rhythms, scales, chords, key signatures, transposition, chord inversion, key centers, harmonizing the major and minor scales, extended chords, and modulation and much more.

THE MUSICIAN’S ULTIMATE JOKE BOOK
Over 500 One-Liners, Quips, Jokes and Tall Tales
compiled by Kevin M. Mitchell
illustrated by Michael Bruza
Larkin Publications
This book is the perfect resource for program notes, concert spiels, to kill time while the bass player tunes up, or just for fun! This most complete collection of humor about and for musicians includes one-liners and jokes ranging from Chopin to Lennon, Glessie to Presley. A must-have for every band director, music teacher, classical musician, jazz performer, cover band leader, accordion player, and person who knows an accordion player but doesn’t like to admit it.
REFERENCE

THE WORKING MUSICIAN'S DICTIONARY OF TERMS
THE SLANG OF POP, ROCK, JAZZ, BLUES & COUNTRY
by Karl Aranjo
Creative Concepts

Informal, candid, irreverent and practical, Karl Aranjo's handy dictionary is the first reference of its kind for the contemporary gigging musician. Hundreds of musical slang terms— for pop, rock, jazz, blues and country styles—are defined, as well as business and technical terms anyone might need to know. The dictionary is written in a lively style that isn't exactly your regular, dry text book.

_00330778 (130 pages, 5-1/2" x 8-1/2") ..........$8.95
ISBN# 0-634-02984-3

FICTION

THE BEST OF ROCK FICTION
ed. by June Sawyer; Anthony DeCurtis Guest Editor
Hal Leonard

This collection features today's finest writers, including Sherman Alexie, Madison Smartt Bell, T.C. Boyle, Don DeLillo, Roddy Doyle, Nick Hornby, Rick Moody, Tom Perrotta, Salman Rushdie, and Scott Spencer, as well as such up-and-coming writers as Tom Piazza and even musicians such as Steve Earle who have turned their talent for lyric writing to spinning a well-told yarn. In these short stories and excerpts from novels, the reader will recognize such familiar rock icons as Elvis Presley, Jerry Lee Lewis, Bob Dylan, and Bruce Springsteen. At times raucous, at times poignant, the stories in this collection celebrate in their own way the timeless spirit that is the heart of rock and roll.

_00331217 (272 pages, 6" x 9") ..........$16.95
ISBN# 0-634-08028-8

GAMES

COUNTRY MUSIC TRIVIOLOGIES BOARD GAME
THE COMPLETE COUNTRY MUSIC TRIVIA GAME!
Aleken Games

_Country Music Triviologies™_ is the complete country music trivia game! It features cool, fun and interesting music trivia and facts from several different categories. Treat your friends to a night of country music memories with this unique game!

_00828009 Board Game...............$29.95
UPC 0-73999-31789-3

COUNTRY MUSIC TRIVIOLOGIES BOARD GAME
THE COMPLETE COUNTRY MUSIC TRIVIA GAME!
Aleken Games

_Rock and Roll Triviologies™_ is the complete rock and pop music trivia game! It features cool, fun and interesting music trivia and facts from more than ten different categories. Build your own band by answering questions from the '50s, '60s, '70s, '80s and '90s+ decades as well as from the game's Women Rockers, Rock 'n Roll Relationships, On the Map, Record Collection and Music Mix categories. Rise to the top of the rock and pop music trivia world by answering more challenging questions from the game's award categories. Take advantage of a “Lucky Break” along the way and avoid a “Band Break-up.” Treat your friends to a night of rock and roll memories with Rock and Roll Triviologies— where music, trivia, memories and emotions meet. The Pocket-Sized edition sells for $6.95.

_00828007 Board Game ...............$29.95
_00828008 Pocket-Sized Edition, 12-Pack..................$83.40